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Student aid package awaits Reagan OK
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
In a matter of days. students may
have the opportunity for increased financial aid if President Ronald Reagan
signs revisions to the Higher Education Act.
This year’s reauthorization of the
1980 Higher Education Act would
allow students to receive more funding
from Pell Grants and Guaranteed Student Loans, said Sherry Skelly, legislative director for the California State
Student Association.
The spending ceiling for Higher
Education Programs would increase
from $8.6 billion to $10.2 billion, and
students would be able to obtain up to
$54.750 in GS1.s. This is almost double what they have received in the
past. she said.
It would also make federal grants
available to pan -time and vocational

Higher Education Act revisions
Special interest rates for borrowers in 5th year repayment
Guaranteed Student Loans
Higher education programs
Pell Grant Award limit
Maximum lender’s special interest allowance

Current limits

Increases

9%
0
$8.6 billion
$2,100
3.5%

8 & 10%
$54,750
$10.2 billion
$2,300
3.25%

Loan limits as of Jan. 1
Freshmen and sophcmores
Juniors and seniors
Cumulative undergraduate
Graduate
Total cumulative borrowing

$2,625 per year
$4.000 per year
$18,000
$7500
$55.000

students who have not been eligible for loan programs, he said.
The provisions to the act go into
these loans in the past, she said.
The Higher Education Act, estab- effect at various deadlines after signalished in 1%5 as the Economic Oppor- ture. beginning Jan. 1, Skelly said.
tunity Act, is the basic law governing said.
The Pell Grants would increase a
aid to students and colleges. The law is
re% pied every four to five years to maximum of $200, from $2.1(X) to
reauthorize loan programs and imple- $2,300 in academic year 1987-88, she
ment changes to already existing pro- said. Pell Grants would be eliminated
grams, said Donald Ryan. SJSU direc- for students whose families earn more
tor at Student Financial Services.
than $30,000. Skelly said.
The hill continues to change over
Interest rates for new borrowers
the years and is a result of compro- of GSLs would increase from 8 permises made between the House and cent to 9 percent tor the first four years
Senate on educational revisions, he and 10 percent in the fifth year and besaid.
yond. Skelly said.
The re% isions made Sept. 12 base
The maximum lender’s special
been presented to the president tor sig- interest allowance, the amount of innature and should he finalized v. ithin terest paid by the federal gmemment
the next rew day’,, Ryan said.
to lending institutions in return for ofOnce the hill is signed. separate fering student aid, would decrease
legislation will be passed to appropri- from 3.5 t,, ; 25 percent. Ryan said.
See 11 t DINT LOANS. back page
ate actual funding for federal grant and

No shows

Long. . _ way off

A .S . Program Board
bans campus concerts
By Amy I.. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Program Board will not sponsor any more campus concerts -- and has canceled a show
slated for Sunday.
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Atan Dep Daily staff photographer
Three-year-old Regan Cheng waves to a tractor
driver as crews break asphalt in the ROTC field on

Seventh Street. ’rhe big digs pave the way for the
Student Union Recreation and Events Center, set

A.S. has surplus funds Physicist
but lack of applicants to speak
Saturday

By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
This semester’s A.S. special allocation fund still has more than $9,500
to distribute to eligible student groups.
Groups who want funding should
contact the Associated Students soon
because there isn’t much time left in
the semester, said Gabriel Mira monies A.S. controller.
The A.S. board of directors assigned $10,0(8) to the special allocation fund for this semester. Miramontes said, and so far the allocations
committee has allotted $350 to two
student groups and only one other
group has applied for funding.
"I am a little surprised, last semester we had three or four groups applying at each committee meeting."
Miramontes said.
According to the special allocations procedure packet, available in
the A.S. office on the third floor of the
Student Union. groups must apply for
funding 10 days in advance of special
allocation committee meetings. The
committee meets every Thursday at
1:30 p.m. -- except Thanksgiving --

through Dec. 4.
The committee will meet four
more times this semester after today.
All request forms presented to
Miramontes by Monday of each week
will be discussed by the committee at
its meeting the following week.
according to the procedure packet.
During the 10-day period, the
committee reviews the application and
may ask the group to revise its request
before putting it on a meeting agenda.
Each group should he prepared to
give a 10-minute presentation to the
committee, according to the packet,
and should focus on financial needs of
the event or program it wishes to sponsor.
All requests of $200 or less can
be approved by the committee during
regular meetings, hut requests for
more than $200 must be approved by
the A.S. board at its weekly meeting.
All requests for more than $1,000
must have the additional approval of
SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
After a funding request is approved a group can expect to wait an
See FUNDING, hack page

By Gene Johnson Jr.
Daily staff writer
Pulitzer Prize winner Doug.
las Hofstadter will be the featured
speaker at the Society of Physics
Students’ Zone 12 meeting 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday in the
old Science Building, Room 142.
"Basically no one (from
SPS) has ever gone to one (a zone
meeting)," said Mahboubeh
Ghavi, a senior in physics and
SPS spokeswoman at SJSU.
"It’s something we decided to do
for the university."
Hofstadter will speak on
"Irrational Magnetism, or The
Saga of a Misfit Physicist."
Hofstadter, a physics professor at the University of Michigan who teaches in the school’s
psychology department, will discuss why he left the physics department.
See HOFSTADTER, page 3

for completion in 1988. Cheng MOW the work as he
and his milt her Charlene left campus.

The ban on non-SJSU. under -18 students at concerts in
Morris Dailey Auditorium is the main reason for the
cancellation of Sunday’s show. said Paul Goat, program
board concerts chairman.
The cancellation will result in the board losing approximately $1.000. Goeltz estimated. However, he said, if the
show were to have been held, the board could have lost
$3.000. because of lighting, equipment moving and personnel expenses.
"It is not feasible to do shows here," Goeltz said. "I
think I the administration) doesn’t want concerts on campus,
so we won’t do them.’
Dan Buerger. executive assistant to SJSU President
Gail Fullerton, said the administration is "not out to kill
concerts. ’ ’
The regulation barring non-SJSU students under age
18 from Morris Dailey shows has "nothing to do with the
administration’s desire to have or eliminate concerts."
Buerger said. This semester, the administration adopted the
same stipulation for Morris Dailey that governs events held
in the Student Union, he added.
The administration felt the need to set regulations to
protect the auditorium. Buerger said.
"Apparently the board has decided not to hold concerts in either (Morris Dailey or the Student Union),"
Buerger said. "Based on their past attendance, it is a wise
decision."
Two board -sponsored concerts held at the auditorium
this semester resulted in poor attendance, with an approximate $2,000 loss.
Because contracts were signed with bands Screaming
Blue Messiahs. Never Say Never and Grey Matter, scheduled to play at Sunday’s concert, the board will pay pay the
headlining act. Screaming Blue Messiahs. about $700 not to
play, Goeltz said.
"It would save them the embarrassment of having to,
play with no one there." Goa, said. "I notified the agency
and told them it was mu good for SJSU or the band."
Because Cock/ is a friend of musicians in Never Say
Never and Grey Matter, the bands will not force the board
See CONCERTS, hark page

Highly ranked bowling teams
seek pledges, a little respect
By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
You could consider it "Bowling For Dollars" with a
purpose.
Members of the SJSU bowling teams plan to man a
table outside the Student Union today, as they did yesterday, with two goals on their minds: to generate enough
pledges for Saturday’s howl-a-thon to cover expenses for
the year, and to let people know that yes. SJSU does have a
viable bowling program.
As it stands now, the teams feel unknown and unsupported. In fact, they get more respect from other schools
than their own, according to men’s team member Chuck
LaVerde.
According to LaVerde. many of the approximately 600
colleges and university bowling teams in the country consider SJSU a force to watch and be reckoned with.
Both the men’s and women’s teams consistently place
high in sectional and national competitions, according to
Coach Terry Gregory. At a Portland tournament last weekend, the men’s team came in fourth out of a field of 20.
while the women were first out of 10, he said.
Yet when students here are told of the learns’ frequent
national ranking, "they seem surprised." I.aVerde said.
adding that "right now we are bowling more for ourselves
than we are for the school, because the school doesn’t recognize us."
Much of the problem stems from the team’s status as a

recreational club sport sponsored by the Union. LaVerde
said.
Currently, players must conform to National Collegiate Athletic Association academic regulations even
though the teams have no affiliation with the men’s or women’s athletics departments and no NCAA sanction.
To be a national contender struggling for visibility and
money at home frustrates some of the bowlers, LaVerde
said, adding that some SJSU teams which are more popular
hut less successful get more than they deserve by comparison.
"I have nothing personal against the football team."
he said. "Basically I think it’s because you can’t get people
Ito pay to come and watch a bowling team.
As a result, the teams must rely on their allocation
from the Associated Students for funding. This amounted to
$2,000 this year, according to Gregory, leaving approximately $18.500 to he raised in the teams’ "Cadillac budget."
This ideal budget covers all entry fees, lodging and
travel expenses for tournaments the teams officially attend,
he said. Travel is by car when feasible, he said, keeping the
cost of most tournaments under $2,000.
However, the teams fly when driving is not practical.
The air fare alone will run $3,900 for a St. Louis tournament the teams plan to attend in late November. Gregory
said.
See ROWLING, back page
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Editorial

Credit union needs help to succeed
Because a credit union is potentially a valuable
student service, it should he given the chance
to prove itself -- and prove it is worth Student
Union space, which is scarce.
A group of students has recently received a
charter from the National Credit Union Administration allowing it to start the third federally approved
credit union at a California university.
But receiving its charter was only the first battle for the fledgling Washington Square Federal
Credit Union.
Now the group faces its most important campaign yet --- convincing Student Union Director
Ron Barrett that a credit union would attract enough
students to make it worthy of space in the Union
space that is already in short supply.
The credit union has plans to set up temporary

quarters in the Associated Students Business Office, but, once established, it should be given a
chance in more permanent space.
To he successful, it will need to attract at least
no small feat,
I or 2 percent of all SJSU students
considering most already have their own accounts
at other financial institutions. The credit union will
need prominent space in the Student Union, either
on the main or lower level, in order to attract that
many students.
A credit union is the sort of service that should
be provided in the Student Union. a facility that was
built and is supported by student money. Students
will he able to establish "share accounts" and take
out loans at rates that compare favorably to commercial hanks and savings and loans. Let’s give it a
chance.

World leaders acting like children
Q: What’s inure frightening than nuclear annihilation’?
A: The fact that the 1%0 men who could cause it met
for only two days to discuss the Imre of the earth’s population.
When Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev met in
Iceland last weekend, hopes ran high that an effective ban
on nuclear weapons could he reached.
Instead. the two superpower leaders reached only one
thing an impasse that threatens the already unstable
relationship between the United States and the Soviet
Union
Reagan and Gorbaches .ire statesmen, leaders who
should he ahle to negotiate some sort of viable comprnmise
on any complex subject. Reagan was elected kw his skills as
an orator and persuader and Gorbachev ads apparently selected within his own party liw the same reasons
Both Gorbachev and Reagan were willing to make
major weapons concessions. Missiles deployed in Europe
would have been reduced, a 50 percent cut in strategic offensive weapons would have been
made by both countries and whisOpirikm
pers of a nuclear test ban were in
the air. If the summit had produced these results. citizens in
the United States and the Soviet Union could have climbed
out I
under the blanket of nuclear fear.
But both leaders effectively stomped their feet and
whined "No’" when asked to change their positions on the
Strategic Defense lnitiatise Ironically. the SDI research
would be totally unnecessary it the two men could only
spend enough time together 10 reach an effective compromise. Neither leader can persuade the other to stop and
think what the consequences ol their stubborness might
bring
Instead, the two cemem-headed old men are acting like
two spoiled children who need their mother to settle an argument tor them.
Unfortunately, two men fighting over nuclear weaponry is not the same as two children fighting over a tricycle.
Reagan and Gorbachev have no mother or authority figures
to mediate their differences on missile arsenals, warheads
and Star Wars research. They are the top of the heap.
Though they are acting like toddlers, they pretend to be
our parents, thinking they know what is best because

TN,
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they ic the adults
Without know mg it. they are playing fathers to all the
people in the world. Worse yet, they are playing the knowit-all father, the Archie Bunker, who can never admit he’s
wrong.
"We’re the grown-ups." they’re saying to the world.
"so &Mal worry your little heads about it. It’s a grown-up
problem that takes time tit solve
A two-day ,111111111i to discuss the 40 -year evolution of
nuclear weapons is a perverse w Asti: ot the power Reagan
and Gorbaches has e. and proses that world leaders are
more like kids than eseryone thinks.
They are behaving like children who play for a little
while and become bored after playing the same game.
’’I et’s play a new game," one says.
"No. says the other. "Yes. "No.’ "Yes. ’’ "No."
"Yes."
In the end, the children do what Reagan and Gorbachev did lease in a huff saying that the other was being a
big baby
The child like attitude that Reagan and Gorbachev are
inflicting on the citizens iii the world is more than frightening
it’s sickening Negotiations for the future of the
work) should be more than a two-day quickie in Iceland.
Reagan and Gorbachev should he forced, like children,
to sit down and talk out their nuclear weapon differences
until everything is resolved and they can shake hands,
knowing they helped to save humanity.
If they can’t do that. they deserve what every had child
gets. A good spanking.

Letters to the Editor
SJSU struggles for greatness
FAlitor.
I ant writing in response to Oscar Guerra’s "Send
SJSI.I to greener pastures," Oct. 14 opinion piece.
A university does not have the characteristics of a mobile home. SJSt I is well situated in the center of a revitalizing, dynamic metropolitan area. I believe we are on the
verge of making our university’s campus beautiful and fun.
The construction of the Rcc Center, the closure of San
Carlos Street and the addition of a landscaped pedestrian
and bicycle mall would greatly enhance the image of SJSU.
Don’t run from your problems. learn front them and
improve yourself. Our univeristys struggles toward greatness can he a learning experience for all.
Robert Cunningham
Senior
Business Nlanagement

Theta Chi president responds
Fditor.
This letter is in reply to the articles reported by the
Spartan Daily regarding the conflict between Theta Chi and
Grace Baptist Community Center.
I must say I ant very disappointed in the manner in
which the Spartan Daily dealt with the story. The following
cites examples of what I believe to he a poor medium.
First, I would like to comment on the timing and selection of this story by the Daily. The printing of the story
on Tuesday. (km. 7, shows an unintelligent decision because the two parties involved. Theta Chi and Grace Baptist. had not met to resolve the problems that were printed in
the story. If the editor or whoever decides to run stories had
waited until both panics had met, the situation would have
been resolved, thus no story.
The selection of running this story also makes one
wonder what is going through the minds of the staff making
these news decisions. I realize the newspaper is a business
and the object is to catch the reader’s eye. This pleases the
customers purchasing advertising. The headline. "Theta
Chi accused of abusing mentally ill," is misleading, hut it
did catch attention. I must credit the Daily staff for the attention, personal interviews with three major television stations, three major newspapers and three radio stations.
Also in question is the quality of the Daily staff writers. namely Janell [tall. Hall’s "follow-up" was incomplete. This should he a major concern of thc Daily since
legal action could result. Accuracy should always he a con-

cern. The name of our treasurer was incorrectly printed as
"Randy Carter." His name is Randy Kardos. This error
could have legal consequences.
I personally suffer from this situation because I have
worked for the last two years to change the piwir image of
Theta Chi. Developing good relations with administrators,
sororities. fraternities and the surrounding community are
our major goals.
It is just frustrating to wake up one morning and see all
the work in our organization virtually destroyed because of
an incomplete story. I must congratulate Hall for her first
lead story I hope her instructor rewards her well.
David C. Anderson
Senior
President Theta Chi Fraternity

Don’t take grandparents for granted
Editor,
On Sept. 29, my grandmother died and on (km. 2. I attended her funeral. I write this letter, not as an effort to receive sympathy. but to perhaps inspire those students and
faculty who may have grandparents still living to take a moment out of their busy lives and telephone, write or visit
their grandparents. We think they II he here fiwever but the
reality of death destroys that illusion.
In a brief moment they are gone and all that is left is
the regret that not enough time was spent with them.
So take a moment and let them know they are loved
and not forgotten. because the passing of time will take
them away someday and you won’t have that moment
again! Don’t let death catch you off-guard, make that call,
write that letter, make that visit! My opportunites are gone,
take advantage of yours.
I would also like to thank my instructors. Mrs. Wertz,
Mrs. Fanning and Mr. Engclmann for their understanding
and concern during this time period.
Tony Murillo
Junior
Advertising

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters
to the editor. Bring them to Dwight Bente! Half Room 208,
or the Student Union Information Desk.
Letters must bear the writer’s name. major, class
standing and phone 1114Mbrr. The Daily reserves the right to
edit letters or libel and length.
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Negative ads
distort positions
The new generation of political TV commercials tell us
little if anything about the candidates they are suppose to
represent. They only tell us the negative aspects of their opponents.
The negative campaign has spilled over from television
into mainstream political campaigns. Are candidates afraid
to tell us about their platforms?
Are their platforms so weak they
Opinion
are afraid to let the public know
what they stand for? Or are their platform so similar to their
opponent’s that they will not air their political stance?
Every two years the complaint. "Oh God, another
campaign year, another round of mud -slinging." can be
heard. When are these candidates going to learn we do not
want to hear what they think of their opponents. hut we actually want to hear what they have to say and what they believe.
Santa Clara supervisor Tom I egan’s TV campaign is a
prime example of the lowest form of political propaganda in
this year’s election. All a tele% ision viewer learns from Legan’s commercials is his opponent is some kind of undecided weakling liberal.
Legan accuses his opponent Dan McCorquodale of everything short of harboring criminals. Legan’s commercials
have him telling the public. "My opponent is a . . . ? He
has been weak on crime and has supported Rose Bird. He is
a . . . liberal whit won’t take a stand on capital punishment...
Looking at McCorquodale’s senate voting record,one would find he is just
the opposite of how Legan
is trying to portray him on television. McCorquodale
has supported many strong
crime hills. yet Legan continues to accuse hint of
being weak on crime.
How can I.egan do this
and live with his conscience? Does he realize his
TV campaign is telling us
nothing hut lies about his
opponent’?
Legan is in a tough position. He is trying to take a
Dan
state senator’s seat who has
been in politics for many
Kier
years. Legan has only held
public office fur four years
and doesn’t have the political experience of his opponent.
Legan is running a smear campaign against McCorqudale only to call attention to himself. He is just giving politics and politicians a had name.
This type of political bickering is not limited to a political challenger. Our very own governor. George Deukmejian, has recently jumped on the mud -slinging bandwagon
by attacking Tom Bradley.
At a recent luncheon. Deukmejian was scheduled to
speak before the Commonwealth Club of California about
"California’s Unfinished Agenda." Or at least that is what
the press release stated.
News people from all the local newspapers, television
and radio stations were present to hear what they thought
would he the opening of the governor’s campaign. They
thought they would hear Deukmejian’s political platform,
his new ideas and what he thinks of California’s unfinished
agenda.
But instead he made a I5-minute speech attacking
Bradley. He accused Bradley of wanting to institutionalize
school children in I .its Angeles and then lock them up on the
state level. What Bradley actually did was to propose a program for a low-income hoarding schools for underprivileged children in Los Angeles.
Instead of addressing issues, Deukmejian used the oldest political tool in the hook. He reached his hand into the
proverbial political puddle and began slinging mud.
This problem has gotten to the point that every two
years, the public can almost tell you beforehand what the
upcoming election campaign is going to he like. They know
their boy will tell you how had the other guy is and will not
mention a thing about himself because it might give his opponnent a chance for a counterattack.
When are we going to hear something innovative?
When are we going to hear a candidate say why we should
vote for him instead of why we shouldn’t vote for someone
else? Any kind of variation from these tatics would he a
welcome change for the voters of this country.
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Editors’ Extra
Lynn
Louie

Go ahead

say it

Smania), N ill he a day tor all to tell people how
,iiiportant they are. No, this isn’t February and
it’s not Valentine’s Day.
Saturday is Sweetest Day - a day for all to remember special people and those who deserve to he.
retligni4d (*ice in a while.
.
We need to tell these people how we feel about
them. As Leo Buscaglia and’other advocates of touch
and communication have said, we must tell people
how we feel before it’s too late.
How else are people supposed to know unless
they’re told?
Many times we don’t say the simple words that
mean the most --years later, we wish we had. But it’s
too late. Loved ones have moved away, whether emotionally or physically, or they’ve died.
Sweetest Day got its stan when Herbert Birch
Kingston, a Cleveland candy company employee, decided he wanted to bring some happiness to orphans,
shut-ins and the underprivileged.
When he took them candy and small gifts about
60 years ago, the idea caught on. Kingston’s friends
and neighbors, as well as movie stars, joined in on the
nice deed.
The day then came to he known as "Sweetest
Day." which falls on the third Saturday in October.
Unlike Valentine’s Day. Sweetest Day has no religious connotations.
Today, not only the sick, aged or disadvantaged
are remembered. Special thoughts have come to cover
others as well family, friends, sweethearts, business associates and those who have lent a helping
hand.
Sweetest Day is more popular in the northeastern
states. especially Ohio. where it originated but has
spread to cities around the country.
The day’s significance isn’t commonly known,
especially on the West Coast. Cards for the day are
scarcely found in Bay Area stores as the idea hasn’t
yet caught on.
Both Hallmark Cards. Inc. and American Greetings Corp. sell cards for the occasion. Here is an example of one Hallmark card:
//me .vou not only for what you have made of
yourself, but for what you are making of me.
I love you because .you have done more than anyone or anything to make me happy.
You have done it without a word, without a
touch, without a sign.
You have done it just by being yourself.
After all, perhaps that is what love means.
Roy Crop
Because we’Vefound such happiness together,
you and I. Betause you mean still more to me as every.
day goes by - Because vou are so sweet to me, so dear
in every way. This wish. brings all the low that’.’. 1..trurs
today and every day.
Happy Sweetest Day.
This card reflects the trend of card companies -using romantic poems on the cover followed by serious. straightforward talk on the inside.
However, there are the more humorous types as
well. For instance, another Hallmark card states:
Thinking of you on Sweetest Day makes melee!
good all over!
Some places more than others. of course?
Happy Sweetest Day!
Cards also express Feelings for mom, dad oi others.
.
Sweetest Day provides us the perfect opportunity
to tell someone just how much he or she means to us.
We don’t necessarily need to go out and buy cards or
gills. Kind words will do the joh.
We can also tell people who often feel left out
the sick, aged, and the disadvantaged --that we care.
Don’t he afraid tithe sappy on Saturday it’s
always nice to be remembered or told you’re special.
I,ynn Louie is the assistant forum editor. Editors’ Extra is an open forum for editors w ho appear on a rotating basis every Tuesday and Thursday.
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Local businessman gets go-ahead
to secure Soviet holdings in U.S.
LOS ANGELES (AP)
A Palo Alto businessman
who won an unprecedented $450,000 libel judgment
against the Soviet Union received a go-ahead yesterday
from a federal magistrate to begin seizing Soviet assets
in the United States.
Attorney Gerald Kroll, representing Raphael Gregorian, said he would move within the next two weeks to
attach unspecified Soviet holdings in the United States
unless Soviet officials changed their minds and pay Gregorian.
"We are fine-tuning our targets," Kroll said. "We
want our first effort to be a success."
He declined to say which Soviet assets would be the
first on his list, but said the possibilities include bank accounts held by the Soviet Union in the United States as
well as companies which they operate, including a Milwaukee, Wis., tractor factory.
Gregorian, 56, who operated a medical supply

company in the Soviet Union for 14 years, was expelled
in 1984 and was accused in the Soviet press of being a
spy.
Gregorian took the unusual step of suing the Soviet
government and its newspaper, lzvestia, for libel. His
suit sought $10 million in damages and payment for
medical supplies which were delivered before his expulsion.
Against all odds, he won the federal court suit,
which is considered a landmark.
On June 30, U.S. District Judge David Kenyon
awarded Gregorian more than $400,000 plus interest,
which included a damage award of $250,000 for loss of
reputation.
The attorney said he had attempted until the last
minute to settle the case without having to seize assets,
but the Soviets did not respond.

Poll: AIDS initiative little known, liked
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Little
support exists for the AIDS initiative
sponsored by followers of Lyndon LaRouche, but nearly half the voters surveyed statewide are unfamiliar with
the ballot measure, according to a California Poll released yesterday.
The poll conducted by Mervin
Field shows 26 percent of voters surveyed oppose Proposition 64, while 10
percent support the ballot measure.
The proposition, which goes before voters Nov. 4, could lead to the
quarantine of people with AIDS.
Forty-four percent said they had
never heard of the proposition and another 20 percent were undecided.
The telephone poll, surveying
743 registered voters from Sept. 24 to
Oct. 2, has a margin of error of plus or

minus 3.6 percent.
In an August poll by Field, the
margin was 20-8 against Proposition
64, with 54 percent unaware of it and

Forty-four percent of
voters said they’d
never heard of the
Proposition 64.
18 percent undecided.
Field said the opposition of
"mainstream medical people" and
most of the state’s politicians has persuaded many voters that the proposition is not the way to deal with the

public health crisis posed by the
deadly virus.
"You also have a situation where
(the measure) is coupled with Lyndon
LaRouche,
and
LaRouche
has
emerged as somebody who’s perceived very negatively," said Field.
A spokesman for the "No on 64"
Committee expressed concern with the
large number of people Who still have
not heard of the initiative.
"Our worry is that the people
who back Proposition 64 will conduct
a campaign of misinformation in the
last weeks of the campaign and scare
people into support," said Scott
Shafer. "This poll shows that it’s still
a horse race."
Supporters of the AIDS initiative
declined to comment.
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Spartaguide
The Applied Arts and Sciences
Department will hold a time management workshop at 3 p.m. today in the
Central Classroom Building, Room
222. Call Martha at 277-9188 for information.
The Golden Key National Honor
Society will hold a wine and cheese
social from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. today in
the Student Union Guadalupe Room.
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Call Heidi at 277-3015 for information.

The India Students Association
will have a ping-pong and pool tournament from 2 to 4 p.m tomorrow in the
Student Union. Call Heena I.uhar at
258-4652 for information.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will hold its weekly meeting and a discussion on "A Personal View of
Christianity and Homosexuality" at
The Theatre Arts Department will
4:30 p.m. today in the Student Union present "The Night of the Iguana" at
Almaden Room. Call Steve at 293- 8 p.m. tomorrow and Saturday in the
4630 or Kathleen at 279-3924 for in- University Theatre on the corner of
formation.
Fifth and San Fernando Streets. Call
Vanita Moore at 277-3190 for inforThe Intercultural Steering Com- mation and 277-2777 for ticket informittee will hold an International Food mation.
Bazaar from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. today
The Germania Club will hold an
on Ninth Street between San Carlos
Street and the Art Building. Call Khoi Oktoberfest party at 4 p.m. tomorrow.
Call List at 395-0882 or the Foreign
Nguyen at 227-4060 for information.
Language Department at 277-2576 for
The
nationally ranked
SJSU information
bowling teams will have a fundraising
table in front of the Student Union
today. Call Chuck LaVerde at 2773226 for information.
The Black Alliance of Scientists
and Engineers will hold a fall social
from 7:30(0 10 p.m. today in the Student Union Music Room. Call Kenneth Jackson at 736-5976 or Andrei
Anderson at 258-8356 for information.
MEET will sponsor a speech on
"Resume Writing" by speaker Patti
Kimball from 5:30(0 7:30 p.m. today
in the Student Union Pacheco Room.
Call Yen at 292-3197 for information.
Campus Ministries will hold a
Vietnamese Bible Study at 4:30 p.m.
today at the Campus Christian Center
on the corner of Tenth and San Carlos
Streets. Call Tien Le at 270-1226 or
Norb at 298-0204 for information.

House passes legislation
to control illegal aliens

Physicist
to speak

The
WASHINGTON IA?)
led conference talks which produced a
House passed a bill yesterday to slow compromise version of the bill.
the influx of illegal aliens with a carThe bill would use as its "stick"
rot -and -stick program of amnesty for
those with roots and penalties for em- a system of fines and prison terms
ployers who hire undocumented work- against employers who knowingly hire
undocumented workers. As a balancers.
The compromise legislation, ing "carrot," those who crossed the
written by a conference committee, border illegally before 1982 and estabwent to the Senate after the 238-173 lished roots in the United States would
be given legal status.
vote.
"It isn’t the Sistine Chapel. but
To protect Hispanics. the hill
its not a bad paint job," said Rep. would create new
protections against
Dan Lungren, R -Calif., who played a employment discrimination based
on
major role in writing the bill.
national origin or citizenship status. A
The bill had been forced off the special counsel would he created in the
House floor late last month in an em- Justice Depanmeni
to enforce the probarrassing procedural defeat that left tections. Employers of three
or fewer
sponsors pronouncing it dead.
people would be exempted from that
But with nearly 5,(XK) aliens ap- provision.
prehended on a typical day, not including those who elude U.S. Border PaIn one of the many balancing acts
trol and other authorities, sponsors of the bill, the civil rights language
resuscitated the legislation within the could be wiped out by Congress after
last week.
three years if a General Accounting
A determined band of legislators Office report found the provisions
was bent on getting an immigration were unfair to employers. Likewise,
hill passed despite the rapidly ap- employer sanctions could end at the
proaching Nov. 4 elections and the same time, if found to cause widerush to adjournment. These lawmakers spread discrimination.

110FSTADTER. from page I
include
Other
speakers
Larry Cohn, chief of the Space
Science Division of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and JD Wall, a physics
professor from City College of
San Francisco.
Ghavi said there will be an
information booth in front of the
old Science Building. T-shirts
with the new SPS logo will be on
sale.
There will also be a movie
titled "Dialogue Concerning the
Stimpmeter," starring the physics faculty and members from the
physics club.
Ghavi said the zone meeting
applies to engineering majors but
all disciplines are encouraged to
attend the meeting. Admission is
free but registration for Saturday’s lunch is required in advance.
SJSly s physics club was
voted one of the outstanding
chapters for 1985-86. The award
goes to 37 chapters out of 526 nationwide.
Zone 12 encompasses West
Coast schools such as University
of Washington, University ot
California at Berkeley, Humboldt
State University and San Diego

Greengrocer’s son arrested in Gilroy
GILROY (AP)
Attorney Joseph W. Carcione Jr. was booked for
investigation of felony drunk driving
and second-degree murder in connection with a traffic accident early yesterday, authorities said.
Carcione, 38, of Menlo Park, is
the son of Joe Carcione. a popular Bay
Area author and radio and television
personality known as the "Greengrocer," the attorney’s office said.
The younger Carcione was ar
rested in connection with an acciden
that occurred at 12:45 a.m. on High

way 101 about seven miles south of
Gilroy. said California Highway Patrol
officer Ron Chaffee.
Chaffee said Carcione’s imported
sedan allegedly crossed the center divider and collided with a Volkswagen
van, killing the van’s driver.
The identity of the victim v.
withheld pending notification of rela
tives.
Carcione was hooked at San lic
nib o County jail in Hollister, postcd
$50.000 bond and was released, said
officer Ann Fowler
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For Information Contact
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2265 Sherry Court
Livermore, CA 94550
(415) 447-2052

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Mach 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could
do it by the time you’re 23. But it takes a special
commitment on your part. We
demand leaders at all levels.
We teach you to be one. If
you’re a freshman, sophomore,

Volkswa . en Repair
Bodywork & Paint

BUGS LIMITED
k.)

700 Kings Row #23
San Jose, CA 95112
1408)998-4739
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or junior, ask about our Platoon Leaders Class
program. If you’re a senior, check out our Officer
Candidate Class programs. Starting salaries are
Air’
from $18,000 to $24,000. And you can
on
going
count
farther . . . faster,

Go farther...
faster.
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Hillel will "Decorate the Sukkah" from 1 to 4 p.m. today in the Art
Quad. Call Sandra Silver at 294-8311
for information.
Hillel will hold a Shabbat dinner
at 7 p.m. tomorrow. Participants are
asked to meet at the Sukkah in the An
Quad. Call Sandra Silver at 294-8311
for information.
The Germania Club will meet
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. today in
Sweeney Hall, Room 411. Call the
Foreign Language Department at 2772576 for information.

aMMa

The SJSU Karate Club will workout today at 7 p.m. at SPX. Room 75.
Call Debbie at 275-9817 for informa(ion.
The SJSU Symphony Orchestra
will hold auditions for all instruments
by appointment every Thursday at the
Music Department. Call Prof. Robert
Sayre at 277-2917 for information, or
277-2905 to leave a message.

947 11331

FROZEN YOGURT

The Department of Math and
Computer Science will sponsor
speaker Leslie Jane Federer on the
subject of "The What and Why of
lwasawa Theory" from 4 to 5 p.m.
today at MacQuarrie Hall, Room 324.
Call Samih Obaid at 277-2417 for information.

The Physics Department will
sponsor speaker Russ L. Collins on the
subject of "The Origin and Use of the
Quadrupole Interaction in Moessbauer
Research in Iron Compounds" at 4
p.m. today in Duncan Hall, Room
258. Call Carel Boekema at 277-9288
for information.
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For further information, contact Capt. Sullivan or First Lieutenant Bowlds collect
at (415) 273-6126.
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Spartans tame Broncos,
play No. 4 Hawaii tonight
By Karin L. Small
Daily stall writer
The second -ranked SJSU volleyball brain had to catch a plane to Honolulu on Tuesday night, and the Spartans made certain they’d have lime to
pack as they broke the Santa Clara
Broncos in three straight games. 15-4.
15-9, 16-14. at Spartan Gym.
SJSLI improved its series record
against Santa Clara to 19-I
In a warm-up to a tough pair of
matches against Hawaii this weekend,
the Spartans used an I 1 -kill performance by Maria Healy and Susie Laymon’s 28 assists to make their fifth
consecutive victory a convincing one.
Earlier that day, SJSU moved up
from third to second place in the
coaches’ poll. The Spartans remained
No. 2 in the NCAA rankings.
San Diego State. which heat
SJSU earlier in the season, is No. I in
both polls.
The Spartans played steady volleyball in the first game. In the second
and third games, Coach Dick Montgomery chose to play his second team
exclusively.
He said he was pleased with the
results.
"We weren’t placing much emphasis on this match, and the girls
were preoccupied about Hawaii."
Montgomery said. "This match was
about what I’d expected. I knev, I was
going to play everyone. and I was satisfied with the result "
Gina Watson came off the bench
to start the match 1.or SJS( I. and she
had another good night.
In the Stanford-Josten’s tourney
last week, Watson was named to the
all -tournament team.
The junior outside hitter was also
named SJSLI’s player of the week.
Watson had 21 kills. 17 digs and a
543 hitting percentage at Maples Pa-

ilion
Against itic Broncos. however,
the foremost thought in the minds of
the Spartans was their flight to Honolulu following the match.
SJSU will take on Hawaii’s Rainbow Wahines in hack -to -hack matches
tomorrow and Friday at 7 p.m.
Hawaii is ranked fourth in both
polls, and the Spartans are expecting a
tough match lor more reasons than just
the Wahines themselves.
"The gym (Klum Gym, capacity
2,000) is really small, and their fans
are vultures," Watson said. "We are
going to have to play consistent, tenacious volleyball and put the fact that
we’re in Hawaii out of our minds. Hawaii isn’t Hawaii. it’s Fresno."
Montgomery said this will be an
interesting part of the season for his
team, hut that the series isn’t a matter
of life and death.
"It’s going to he a nice trip, and
they (the Wahines) are a good team."
Montgomery said. "Of course we’d he
happy to win the whole thing, hut
we’ll be satisfied with a split This will
mainly he a conference test or us, and
we’re not going to self-destruct if
things don’t go well."
Healy said there will he plenty or
time to enjoy the islands. but the game
is first priority
"I’m just going to torget where
we are, and concentrate on playing my
hest. We want to win the first one, at
least. Healy said. "We don’t come
home until Sunday. so we’ll haye our
time for run
Rainbow Wahine coach Dave
Shoji said he shares Montgomery’s attitude about the match, but doesn’t
think the Islands will pose too much tit
a distraction to SJSU

"I’m sure they (the Spartans)
won’t be affected by the beach or anything," Shoji said. "Dick wouldn’t
allow that.
"SJSU is a tough team, and they
seem to he deserving of their ranking.
We need to play well, but we’re not
putting much emphasis on the game.
We want to play steady volleyball.
that’s all."
Hawaii is coming off a tourna
mem at UCLA. and Shoji said that
while no one on the team has a specific
injury, the team is pretty hanged up.
"If either team loses two, it’s not
going to be the end of the world,"
Shoji said.
It might not he the end of the
world, hut it might mean trouble in
paradise. Aloha. Spartans.

Coaches’ Poll

The Collegiate Volleyball Coaches
n
acpweekly
asamong
A Is
pollo
,sh
conducted
50 members
1 SOS, 27-1
814
2 SJSU, 15-1
7U
3 BYU, 21-2
708
4 Hawaii, 16-2
684
5 UOP, 16-3
655
6 Nebraska, 14-3
603
7 UCLA, 16-6
596
8 Texas, 12-4
509
9 ASU, 14-2
485
10 UCSB. 14-6
416

NCAA Poll

The National Collegiate Athletic Associa
Son poll is conducted weekly among its re
gional committee at coaches and admmis
tratois
1 SOS
160
2. SJSU
152
3 BYU
143
4. Hawaii
135
5. UCLA
125
6 Nebraska
121
7 UOP
116
8 Texas
104
9 UCSB
96
10 ASU
86

Kenneth K Lam Daily staff photographer
The Spartans Maria Healy puts away the match point titer Santa Clara’s Kathy Boker during SJSU’s 3-0 win

Field hockey team looks to bounce back in Berkeley tourney
By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
The SJSU field hockey team will
try to erase the memory of last weekend’s 0-3 Eastern trip in the Cal Invitational Tournament this weekend in
Berkeley.
The Spartans (2-2 in the NorPac
and 2-5-1 overall) will open against
NorPac foe Pacific tomorniw at 3:30
p.11. They then face St. Louis on Saturday at 11:30 a.m.
SJSU winds up the tourney
against Simon Fraser of British Columbia on Sunday at 9:00 am,
The tournament has a round-robin
lormat. The team that wins the most
games out of three will he the chant pion. If two teams tie. the team with
the hest goal differential will he the
tournament champion. NorPac rivals
California, Stanford and Chico State
will also compete.
The tournament games do not
count in the conference standings, hut

they do count in the overall standings
and rankings. These games will he the
final non -conference contests before
the second half of the season.
Spartan forward Sharon Calini
said the games could provide an important emotional lift.
"We’re going to try to get our
momentum hack," she said. "If we
get some wins out of this tournament,
it will give us some encouragement to
win our next four games."
Sophomore forward Tina Parrott
also said the tournament is important.
"Now that we lost. it (the tournament) is more important. Parrott
said. "We need to at least heat IMP.
and we need to heat the others just to
get us on track."
Pacific (2-1 in the NorPac and 3-5
overall) is tied for second place with
the Spartans. The Tigers defeated
SJSU. 2-1. in the opening game of the
season, on forward Le Ann Scott’s
overtime goal.

’I ,A all Donna Bonin() leads the
Tigers with three goals, but by% aril
Lisa Bocchino is also a threat. 110i: chino scored the first goal in um’’,
victory over SJSU.
The Spartans will face a red-hot
St. Louis team Saturday. The Lady
Billikens (9-2 overall) have won five
in a row, and all were shutouts. Goalkeeper Wendy Sammons is 6-2 and
has an average 010.86 goals a game.
St. Louis also has two scoring
threats in Sharon O’Callaghan and
Sandy Aden. O’Callaghan has nine
goals and three assists, and Aden is
second in goals wiih ....vol. She leads
the team in assists e, Ii S se%en.
Spartan head coach Caroyln
Lewis said she plans to put her team on
the offensive attack.
"We’re getting our defense too
deep in our defensive end," Lewis
said. "We have to be a little more offensive now. We have to exercise
more pressure from our defensive line.

They realize what it takes. We just
need to come through and do it."
Although the Spartans lost all
three non -conference games on the
Eastern trip, they did accomplish a few
things. Mainly, someone besides forward Sheryl Sorg scored a goal. Sorg
had scored all seven of the team’s
goals heading into the trip.
In the 4-2 opening loss to Ursinus
on Friday, Tina Parrott scored her first
goal of the season and Sorg added her
eighth goal. The problem was that Ursinus outshoi the Spartans 4(1-1(1 and
scored three times in the second half.

SJSU then lost to eighth -ranked
Delaware, 5-2, Saturday. Parrott
scored her second goal, and Cafini
scored her first of the season.
On the next day, the Spartans fell
victim to Villanova’s goalkeeper Sue
Ruff. Ruff had her fifth shutout of the
season in blanking SJSU. I -O.
"I think we played really well,
even though we lost," Parrott said.
"We’re improving on working with
the links and coming with the forwards. We had lapses at times, and unfortunately they scored during them."
"The East trip had many hene-

fits, even though the record didn’t
show it," Lewis said. "The real difference between us and the East is they
mount tremendous oftensive pressure.
The NorPac conference in general
has found the East a less -than -friendly
host. The conference has a combined
2-8 record against Eastern teams.
"It will help us playing UOP."
Lewis said. "That’s the team we really
have to concentrate on. The iniportant
thing is we have to he more consistent."
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THE BROTHERS OF
KAPPA SIGMA
Welcome Their
1986 Fall Pledge Class
Benjamin A. Mills
James E. Berry
J. Palmeno Jr.
Fisher
Francisco
E.
Brian
William D. Powell
Kenneth C. Hall
Mark P. Robbins
Keith P. Harris
Frank A. Rocca
Jurgen Heitmann
Joseph J. Zamlich
Todd R. Johnson
Ron A . Martinez Jr.
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Campus
University police chief Lew Schatz has ordered two
training programs to improve relations between campus police and MU students, especially minorities.
The full-time employees of the Associated Students
Business Oflice have decided to join a union. Collective
bargaining between the A.S. and the union will begin in the
near future, said A.S. Vice President Roger Wen.
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Low-income students turned away from the university
in the past are getting a second chance through SJSU’s new
deferred educational program.

The Real World

The Inter-Fraternity Council is still working on forming a committee to investigate complaints of dry rush violations filed earlier this semester.

Manuel Ruiz

Sports
The Spartan soccer team bounced hack from a 2-0 deficit Monday night to kick the Brigham Young University
Cougars. 1-2. at Spartan Stadium.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADULT (XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE. Cell 255-0724 (recording)
to gel your copy 24 hrs FREE
CHILD

ABUSE TREATMENT PRO.
GRAM Enhance personal & prolessional growth as Volunteer In.
tern in world renowned local

PART A FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ Nation.’
firm
preparing
tor
Christmas work and semester
break work if occepted you will

lore, grad & undergrsd Expertenc. from clerical to post -grad
intro-to extrovert WE NEED YOU

earn $9.25 starling’ Pam time
earnings per we. equal $185

Box

RESEARCH PAPERS 15,278 AVAILABLE, Catalog $200 Research,
11322 Idaho. .20607 Los Angeles

90025
VISA MC
COD,(213) 477-8474

or

TWO CUTE KITTENS FOR FREE!! Call
Crag at 725-0244 Mon -Sun after
3 00 p rn

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE. San JO... best
BUGS All guaranteed. 100% financIng. OAC Cell VW Restoration al 297-8200 $200 discount on
vehicle porch.. w univ ID
COMPUTERIZED DIAGNOSTICS lor
Yost car, Heil price only for SJSU
at $21 95 Complete car repair
Only 10 min from SJSU J & C Di
ognostics 75 Phelan Ave Unit 8,
298-7758
TOYOTA

COROLLA

DELUXE,

blue. 5 speed. 2drs. new tires
runs well. $850 Call 251.9332
’75 MUSTANG, !ape deck new
613, slick. $450 No reasonable
offer refused Call 268-0642
it

DATSUN 510. sulomellc. good
condition 5599 Cell 295-1689

71 2401 GOOD cold. new brakes, stereo. $2600110 Days (415E424-0900
1C eves wkrbs 257-2514

COMPUTERS
APPLE MACINTOSH USERS
time on
LaserWriter

Rent
Plus

printer
Wordproessing
and
straight typing services also Call
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 Pickup
end delivery
quality work’

Reasonable rates.

COMPUTER EASE Computer Dna or
prIvete instruction on the IBM PC.
In Wordstar wordperfect writing
meelstent or professional editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
classes only 227.1990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CPU ALTOS
Porlables-OSBORN-TRS80
Over SOO Disk forma&
Word Pro.
$t400 a disk
censors -Nag
Tapes
Prompt Service PU & Delivery
Sera
Creative
Date
ides

14081866-6080

IBM XT COMPATIBLE 2566 2 driv.,.
monitor, keyboard MG P $695
640K, 20M6 hard disk drive.
monitor. keyboard. 01095 Dot
maths printer, $240 Letter quality, $295 One block from campus
404 S 3rd St. #2 corner of San
Salvador PC -CON. 295-1606

FOR SALE
FUTONS. Ouality cotton products
Create your own living & sleeping
apace with our futons pillows
and frames Custom Futons &
lows Plus. 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center (at Saratoga A Campbell
An..), San Jo.. 378-5646 10..
discount on Futons with this ad
I SELL ONLY ONE model and side
(232 of bike, but you can own
new 12 -speed for less than $85
MHC Bicycle Seise offers lowcost transportation needs for the
student 30 day guarantee All
sales final Cell Days 942-7736.
Eves 293-4780 Ask for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES? Borrow them from us! Real Estate.
Motivetional, Sales & Business
home-study courses Hundreds
to choose from, Well also accept
any used courses for credit toward the annual fee UNLIMITED
borrowing The Seminar Library
(800)824-2222 a t32
’65

McDONALD’s NOW HIRING! Premium
pay. hours flexible around school
schedule Two -five days, 10-35
hrs win Interviews M-F 3-4prn
Contact Mike or Lucy at 356-3095
15475 Los Gatos Blvd

program
Counseling, support
services. &than data processing,
public awareness, fund-reising.
etc 121- 6 mono-lingual, all me.

Near campus ICEF PO
952.S J 95108.280-5055

77

hours, Come to D01114N0’ PIZZA
el 510 S 10Ib SI

excellent condition.
MOPED.
35mph. $375 or best offer Call
Brian .1792-9165 (eve.)

HELP WANTED
ACCT. ASST make collection calls
Date Input 11 assist w rnisc acctg
duties Mornings 64-F, 20 hrswb
for approx 6011. 945-5000
BE YOUR OWN BOSS FT or PT selling popular fragrances A mist.
products No investment 2252345
HOMEWORK ERS WNTD NOW’ Top
pay, work at home Cottage Indus has 21(405) 360-4062 day eves
JOBS’ JOBS. JOBS’ ideal for shr,
dents Join our marketing staff
Tare new end renewsl magazine
orders by phone Mon Oro Weds
& Sat A Sun Outstanding earning
potential Cell 370-9090
FOR PART TIME wort?
Togo el 900 N Fors! Si is hiring
tor day time positions Please cii
297-4570 or inquire wehin

LOOKING

LOOKING FOR EXTRA WORK’"? 10You pick the
20 hours..

poi

Full (40) earnings per week equal
5370 No experience is needed because ol our Intensive on the lob
training program Good math and
reading salts are plus Sore.
evening and weekend positions
are available and some flexibility
is allowed during final exams In
addition. If you quality, corporate

LEARN RUSSIAN FROM A NATIVE
We otter en intensive or 10 Mr
course. inalsal or group classes
For more info call 993-3730
LOW

COST COUNSELING-$30 one
time tee SJSU FAMILY COUNSELING Svcs For Info 277-2814

MELINDA R (THE SHADOW WARRIOR) Ill turn you into NINJA
yet’ Demo was tun Cherry pea for
dinner Thur.? DABBLE DAY B
NATIONAL GAY -BI contact club 18 ,
men and women Confidental. low
rates Send SASE to NGCC. PD
Box 287814
San Joite, Ca
95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control program No drugs, no exercise
100,. guaranteed Call (408) 2457503
PENPALS

FOR GROWN-UPS available worldwide Details from Pen

scholarships are awarded Internshlps are possible, end you may
own 2.3.4 credits per quarter or
semester During your winter.
spring, and especially summer
breaks, full time work is available
Call today for information end an
interview. or call Monday through
Friday between 10 AM -2 PM (408)
275-9885

If the line is busy.
please be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS. We market auto
club memberships for the major
oil companies Partdime easy
hours, weekly paychecks 57 to
515 hourly commission. complete
treining provided Great experience for your resume R C Smith
Corp

247-0570

READERS.

High

school

compositions tests. $6 335, English lour nation ’newts preferred Call S
Anderson, Lincoln H
.998-6300

SttFrtlY. (C 16) Chorley. LANCS.
PR7-4BS, England
PROFESSOR’, EXAM FILES available
for
Engineering
(8
required
courses
CE. EE. ME and Mal
Engtt, EIT, Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics Available at Spartan
Bookstore & Roberts Book Store
SUEZ, THEY SAY ONES EYES are the
windows to the SOUL, and when I
look in your eyes I see love that
is WHOLE
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY" Confidential, 335 $
Beywood Ave . San Jose Call
247-7486 for appointment
VISA MASTERCARD’ Get your card
today’ Also new credit card No
one refused. Call 1-518-459-3546,
24hrs

Cast

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chnstian Center Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 am
Catholoc 4 00 and 500 pm Please
call Campus Ministry at 298-0204
for worship.counsoling,programs
and story opportunities
Rev

STUDENT UNION JOB. Maintenance
assistant Panting sac work
carpentry. etc 55 hr Apply at Student Union Director s Ortice

Naiads Shires.Fr Bob Leger.Sr
Joan Pane. Rev Norb Forn-

TEACHERS & AIDES for preschool
LO SJ are. 6 ECE units preferred
(408)723-1131

hobo,

SERVICES

TEACHERS FOR SMALL professional
preschool with caring atmosphere Need ECE. enthusiasm,
and creativity Flexible hours &
friendly staff Little Scholars Pro
school. 238-1474 Or 274-4726
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking for few
outspoken people to sell
This position requires
voice and. strong desire
money Cell Mrs Green

air time
a good
to make
et 377-

3806
TELEPHONE SALES-part tone

Sell

subscriptions to the Mercury,
News Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM 1PM or
4 30PM-8 30PM
Mon -Fri
plus
Set Call today (408)983-1800
THE RESIDENCE INN COMPANY The
leading all -suite hotel
company has immediate openings tor the following positions
FRONT DESK CLERK--Compelnation’s

tine

salary excellent benefits.
and lest -track growth opportunities Part -Time positions evadable Thursdeys & Fridays (6em
10ern) & Sundays-Wednesdeys
)5prn-9prn) Previous hotel experi-

tools typing that’s tops -try
Tony -296-2067. $1.50 per page
double spaced All work guar
enteral
Trust Tony 296-2087
Thank

A

LITTLE

SOPHISTICATION

NAIL
nails

SALON
We do acrylic
to tips. pedicures & manicures
Students & faculty receive 10..

oft all services Just mention our
ad Call for app I, 9786297
BARE IT ALL Stop shaving waxing.
tweezing Lob me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.
bikini tummy, mouelache. back.
shoulders. etc) 15% discounts to
students and faculty Call before
Christmas, 1986 & get your 1st
Opel at 1 2 price Unwanted hair
disappears with my cola Gwen C
Chagren. A E Cal 559-3500. to
appl 1645 S Bascom Ave #C
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
EE’s ICs!!,.... IS THAT DESIGN project
due & you haze no resources for
ideas or what to build? Slit Electronics is committed to offering
low cost etectronic (component)
& computer information needs for
the student Call Days 942-7736.
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult with SJSU student for 30 min.

ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing P J
word processing offers quality guaranteed
work at competitive rates Experienced in thesis, term papers.
group proacts, resumes, manu-

School Daze

Wanda Folk

Goo AfregtvooN

WeRE
WITH THE 5(75 TROLL

scripts 8 letters Located in North
San Jose, only minutes from cam.
pus Cell P J al 923-2309

TROLL
PATROL

-

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats & group projects welcome Spell chock every time, tree
disk storage Oelabase capability
Standard & micro caseate Iran.
scription Word proc Ong on
SAMNA
a
word
perfect

Ing thesis, dissertation or menu
script Chrystal 923-8461
A CASH REBATE
IS cash discount
to new customers on reports 10
pages One page tree typing on

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

reports 2-9 pages Professional
typist and skilled word processor
LaSerWriter Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Highest quality work
at student rates SI 50 page Call
DAYSTAR .1 31,8-2717
ACCURACY ALWAYS
results every time

GOT A WIFE
AND KIDS I

gApivioR

Prolessional

SICK
viENT
OUT

Theses, pa

pers. resumes and dissertations
Serving Evergreen. SSJ & a few
minutes from SJSU Student dos
count with this ad or ID Call
(408)224-0852

FOg
A RA
i4E-VER

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in resumes, term paperatranscript)on

No fob too
small’ Student discounts Near
SJSU Teachers welcome’ Office
Alternatives. 294-2974

AMY WILL TYPE your paper for only
SI per page, double spaced On
campus each day for pickup & delivery Call 249-4075 Wave Ines sego
A WAY WITH WORDS prompt accu
rate literate, El A in history Wang
Word Processing. spelling errors
corrected Long manuscripts wet come Will pick up, deltver Also
available critical reeding assls.
mecca in rewriting Dan 0 Rear
978-0277

Kieninger

I’M NOT Ma I’M
GONNA
6oNNA YELL
ANP SaleAM
CAVE
A BEER, ALL NIGHT
SItAoN

work Reasonable rat. Located
conveniently Cell Barba al 9264370
BECK

SECRETARIAL-

Student

pa-

Classified

pers, resumes, business typing
needs, word processing Willow
Glen area. Call Ilse at 2678234
BLOSSOM

HILL SANTA

TERESA

AREA

Fast, accurate typing and
word processing evadable seven
days a week

Limited pick -op &

delivery 365-1012
CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
word
processing
Reports
theses, dissertetions, group pro 1 acts. resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per page end hourly rates
Trtn.riptron evadable Almaden Brenham area Free disk storage
Prof Steno Typing Seryoce (408)

Tern, papers, research papers
theses & dissertations (Campbell
Turabran APA 3rd al ) screenplays resumes. cover & follow-up
!otters. manuscripts (books, articles short stories), transcription
Free SPEL-CHEK. minor edit It
requested), proof, disc storage
Siudent faculty discount, Chock
turnaround 246-5825
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers, thetas, resumes, disser
talons. etc for students and fecally We also do tape trenscrip.

Do you have a paper due soon? Does
it need lo be typed? Call 04.9 10
schedule your word processing
lob (Nick turnaround accurate

FXPD TYPIST" Near leIgh & Cam.
den Reports term papers etc

S2 Os page 993-9260. Word for
Word Enterprises -5J

Edtling
available
Correctable
From
rypowroter
electronic
St 50 double space page Cell Bill

at The Residence Inn, 1080 Stewart Dr Sunnyvale Ca 94086
THOROUGH

HOUSEKEEPER
NEEDED to help female student
clean customer’s homes Transp
lurnished Call 2793398

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING,’ STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished. secure and safe rooms. FREE 01111 ties and housekeeping service
Reasonable melee -shared or single aveilable Waking distance to
San Jo. State Office 72 N 5th
ST. 998-0234

PERSONAL
BACKACHE?? Free examination IL
care as part of a research prolect
If you have had low beck pain for
more than 6 months A are 20-55
yrs old, please call Palmer College of Chiropractic -West at (408)
244-8907. eat 401
DEAREST LORNA CATLI!" HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
HONEY. May
there be many more I LOVE you’
Love. TODD
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
lIon vrith sincere handicapped
man Pie*. call Brian at 2982308

734-3115
CLEANING & SERVICES
Homes offices carpets & win-

PRESTO

(Marsha) I rom IIAM8PM at 26E9448
ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING

lion end bookkeeping Free date
stows Call 245-1769

at 371-5933
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal business, word
processing needs Term papers,
reports resumes, cover letters
theses dissertations, manuals
All academic formals
APA
Spelling, gramme, punctuation
assistance All work guaranteed

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed fast? Lemma help’ Term papers letters reports, theses. research papers
fast and proles.
atonally’
FREE
grammar
&
spelling assistance Ressoneble
rates Call Marc* at 294-6347
(work leave message) or 926-1274
before 10 pm
PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accurate

3058 IBM area
QUALITY

TYPING

SERVICE

for

all

your typing needs Student rates
ranging from 51 lo 51 75 per page
Oa. turnaround Disk storage
lor 30 drays Call (408) 946-4967
Ask for Amanda or Neve message
on machine
RESUMES.

COVERLE TTE RS.

and

business correspondence Assistance with vocabulery, sentence
structure, end form If requested
Call 26641448

timely production ol newsletter,.
reports. resumes, publications.
manuscripts.
correspondence.
etc WIll aid In grammar spelling-

RESUME & TYPING

We use ISM XT

punclustron

COMPUTER, Word Star end letter
quality printer Resume $5 up
Typing St 50 pc double space
One block from campus PC

response,

CON, 404 5 3rd St . 00.

For prompt. 7 day
leave massage for

Pamela .1 )4001275-6253

corm.

ol
San Salvador PC -CON, 295-1606

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term papers.
theses. etc
Accurate. prompt.
522S dbl space per page Sane.
toga et.. call Joan at 741-5680

PROFESSUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL typing & bonne. eery
ices Fast reasonable & near uni

PUT YOUR WORDS in their best perspectIve
Experienced
proles.

THESES

varsity Call (400)292-4047
REPORT PAPERS Word
processing w extra attention to

detail $2 pg for student. 5308
for professionals Resumes SIO
Seoe your work OP the IBM PC ton:
later use Grammar punctuatIon..
6 spelling checked pronted - in.
publications quality
Erickson
Word Processing 377-5293

*41.

TYPING DONE REASONABLE rates
Cell Patti at 246-5633
TYPING SERVICE for sturlents and instructors Dependable, reliable.
accurate work Reasonable rates.
St 50 pg Assignments 10 pg..
and over will be accepted only
Call 14081 738-1676 Sunnyvale
area Long range essIgnments
can be submitted by mail w your
rianotence
WORD PROCESSING -RESUMES, theas and term papers Reasonable
reles Quality service able to do
bold lace and right margin justlfi
cation Call 259.9446 Not tar ham
SJSU
ZEE’s TYPING end Secretertal Services Fast, occur.te work arta
able seven days week Located
In the Blossom Hill Santa Teresa
area Limited pickup end deli,
wry Call 365-1012

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces tor each line)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

Columbia. MD 21045
RUNNERS. ATHLETES" Deep tissue
muscle work loran eche compel.
dive edge and increased efli
clency Call Richord at 272-83411
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes
and money loo For intorrnelion
and brochure see A S Office or
call (4087371 -gall
STUDENTS. TEACHERS. Send today
for unique booklet, filled with
serviceable information about II.
censure S career opportunities.
$200 Write to Mon Am), Boa
11567F 8 . Harrisburg. Pa 17108

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON T TYPE, but 140’
Theses. dissertations, reports
Eight page minimum, six months
free disk storage On-line word
processing. ask for Joye at 2641029

cessing
papers.
theses.
recomes, office overflow, mailings,
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min.

8311

utes Iron campus

Words end

more (Perna.) 923-7810
ACCURATE,
ACCOUNTABL F for telephonede that

ABSOLUTELY,

clonal word processing papers
theses resumes Specialist in
technical
scientific
protects
$1 75-53 page Call Vicki at 281.

Print Your Ad Here

cal. biographical topics Student
discounts available For free Into.
write CLO, 6003-8 Majors Lane

Sundsy brunches. lectures. Tues.
Lunch and Learn.- Israeli
dancing, hollday celebrations
For information call HIllel at 294.

call CL ARK KENT

EDITING WORD PROCESSING. 266.48 Emphasis on correct punctuation, sentence structure. and
formatting (Turabian. APA, etc)
Former English major, highly dependable Willow Glen Area. easy
Morton
Call Mn,
to locate

dows, (408)264-3098, 26941225

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Eporienced, professional word pro-

JENNI, JENNI. You ere sweetheart
You have my number GI. me

264-4504

Professional, confidential and de.
pendable service at AFFORDA,
BLE RATES. Free disk storage
Pon. 247-2661 (Sante Clara) See
SJSU Fall 58 Directory of Classes
for additional coupon saying,

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for wrIters, scholars and public officials
SPeclalaing In historical, poltli-

HIL LEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA
TION. Shabbat dinners. patios.
day

1li

:1

Call Robert Ng 81 )4001 289-8400
for an appointment

yrs of age and have excellent driving record Apply in person only

!

OW Nay!
HERe!

theses. manuscripts, papers resumes,
professional
back-up

rallaation law
Office located
within 10 minutes from campus

confidential Weekdays. evenings
I Saturday Sunnyvale Electroly
sis Center Koll Business Park or
Hwy 101 ow Fair.. Ave 14013)

YEC141.
ROOT SE

PAP1/41V*1

BARBE’S WORD PROCESSING Have
lOtt will process Experienced in

the desire to work with the public
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Full.
orPart.Time positions available
Monday -Friday (7arn-3arn) This
chortler-gopher
position
in valet delivery shopping. and airport runs Applicants must be 18

isAcK)

Thick Crust

utes FREE Practice limited to all
aspects of immigration and nato

crudes many varied duties incl

I 13ELIEVE rkfi CONTEMPORARY
TLOtM is ’i%CLE 55
ALL0k1 AIE7P INTROOXE OUR.
ooN’t TELL P4L-WO.fit
REINCARNATIONS Or
t1vN50Y WALTON
HowCosoo

software Hrs M -F 8 30-5 30 Reserve lime now tor your upcom

ence preferred Applicants must
have excellent communication
skills. an aptitude tom figures, the
ability to work independently. and

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for
men and women Special roe with
faculty or student I D Private &

VOL) HEARD ’Mt BO& WE ’la
GLEAM’ UP 771I5 CAMPUS! If
YA AIN’T GOT A HOME, THEN
0/T OF rw’ STREETS/ THE
ONLV GOOO TROLL
es 15 A MAO TROLL,

IIIIII11111:,11111111111]

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines $3 55 $4 35
4 Lines $4 35 $5 15
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$4 75
$555
$635
$715
80

Four
Days
$5 00
$580
$6 60
$740

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

Semester Rates (All Issues)
1014) "es $6300
5-9 Lines $4600
15 Plus I nes $11000
Phone 277-3175

11111111111111111111I111111111

11.111111.11i_1111...1.L.1.11

111.1_1111:1.11.111.

Print Name__
Address

Phone

City & Stale

Zip

Enclosed is $
Circle a Classification
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted
Housing
For Sale
Typing

Personals
Services
Lost & Found
Computers

For

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Lines

Days

ciasoled Desli Located Outside 0814108
M
Hours 9-00A M (03
Deadline. Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

4.
N,
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Reagan’s OK would enlarge
federal financial aid program

Hanging around

it/I DENT LOANS, front page I

In the past, students have continued to pay
5 -percent interest the entire life of the loan.
Ryan said.
In effect, the student will be paying more
interest after graduation to reduce the amount
the federal government now pays while still allowing lenders to receive the 11.2 percent interest they demand. Ryan said.
Students with $5,(MX) or more in GSI.s,
National Direct Loans and supplemental loans
would be able to consolidate them into a single
monthly payment with an interest rate of at
least 9 percent. Skelly said.
"The new loan limits offer the opportunity to borrow more money. but (CSSA) wonders if this encouraged borrowing is appropriate," Skelly said.
The state must guarantee the difference if
loans are not paid hack. Skelly said.
CSSA worries that student borrowing may
increase and that many students do not always
I1ftientiate between loans and grants, she
said
"Students
are
given
promissory
notes . . . student and lender never meet,"
Skelly said. "This can give the student the
idea, psychologically, that the loan is a grant."
"The average student is already about

S10.(XX) in debt when he graduates," Skelly
said.
The default rate on GSLs was approximately 30 percent when they were first offered,
but Skelly said default rates have increased to
50 percent, giving them a 50-50 default ratio to
federal aid.
The new revisions would give colleges
more incentive to help students, but existing
dropout rates in two-year vocational programs
may add to default problems, Skelly said.
The dropout rates tend to be higher in
these programs than in four-year degree programs, she said.
Students who have already applied for
GSLs will be able to apply for more money,
further increasing their debt upon graduation,
she said.
The definition of "dependents" will
change if the revision is signed, qualifying students under age 24 as financially dependent on
their families unless they meet a strict set of
standards. Skelly stated in a recent memo to ’
CSSA board members.
Students aged 24 and older would be considered independent, and all students applying
for Pell Grants and GSLs would have to undergo a financial needs analysis, she said.
Skelly said the 24-year age limit seemed

No campus concerts,
says program board
«,,, I RM. fmen page /
to honor their contracts. he said.
Goeltz said he plans to do shows oft -campus instead of
scheduling shows at the Morris Dailey Auditorium.
lithe hoard holds concerts off campus. Goeltz said he
thinks the university won’t have any say about it.
Five-year-old John David Marsland
spends most of time hanging around his

Erol Gurian Daily staff photographer
apartment in Spartan City. l’oung
Marsland’s father is a student at SJS1

"If the hands attract 15 year-olds and they move offcampus to attract that audience, they are taking money that
our students paid in fees, which partly goes to the programming for our students," Buerger said.

BOW/J/VG../tontinige /

A.S. has cash
for eligible
t.campus clubs
FUNDING from page I
additional 10 days to process the
check, Miramontes said.
:
Money for special allocations
comes from funds reverted from the
’115-116 A.S. general budget and are
handled in a separate manner than the
. **general budget, Miramontes said.
’ ;
Funds are reverted hack to the
.t
when allocated money is not
tif spent by student groups.
Items that, according to the
14.. packet. are "high prionty funding
include programs that as.,..;
N’i’iterns’’
A
4t groups tel become self-supporting.
la.:cultural/educational event that
2.: funded by the university and pet-tot,.
cry and events new to the campus.
Items considered ’ ’ low priority
t
include T-shirts, bumper stickers, hut
.0: tons and coffee pots, programs with
.1; declining student interest, groups thai
t.
*R have already been allocated mone
during the current fiscal year. and pro
grams which duplicate services or programs already available on campus.
The groups which received funding this semester are the SJSU Linguistics Club, which the A.S. allo
cated $200 for a lecture by UCBerkeley Prof. John J. Ohala and the
.0Gay and Lesbian Alliance, which red’ceived SI 50 for expenses during Gay
%Awareness Week. Oct. 27-31.
’The SJSU Physics Club is the
...P.:third group to apply for funding this

,t

semester: club members are scheduled

make a presentation to the board at
today ’s meeting.
A student group nias appls for
.4e.
recognition in the Student Activ ities
and Services office in the Old Calms. ria Building, next to the Spartan Pub.
"
-4;
P.

to

center or pro-shop managers, howl
with the athletes and gamer pledges
themselves, Gregory said.
Referring to this as the "network
approach:* Gregory said it is a way of
creating rapport with the people in the
community and letting them feel involved with the team.
Such interaction is appropriate
because of the function the team serves
for the public, because they benefit
too. Gregory said.
"The service we provide for the
community is a little bit different than
that of the football or basketball
teams," he said. Not only do future
howlers have an outlet in SJSU, but

howling centers gain business in the
form of practice time as well.
Still. LaVenie said he is concerned that fund raising during the
next
dass will not be adequate to
meet the teams’ expectations.
It is unlikely that the fund-raising
table is going to change things considerably. he said.
"Right now, we’re not doing as
good as last year." he said. "We’re
kind of in a little bit of a panic."
To raise additional funds each
yew the teams also host a tournament
in December. Anyone who registers
can howl in the event, and nuttier-ow,
prizes are available. Gregory said.

Haircut
Perm

$12.00

Includes shampoo & blowdry

$30.00

from

la ittada
880

E. Campbell
(408) 559-3222

9-9
Sat 9-5

M -F

INUMMENEMIRMENRIMMENIINIIIMIMEROSORINNIONIMMENINIIR

99 Breakfast
ci;ollerv Of Mociern Art

Custom Framing
Princeton Plaza Mall
1375 Blossom Hill Road
San Jose, CA 95118
(408) 265-4411

Featuring the Metro Cafes
Egg and Cheese Bake
served with bacon
and fresh fruit salad.
this ad)
(with

kinkoss’
3-10 South Third Street
(across from McDonald’s)

Mon -Fri: 7 am -9 pm
Sat: 10 am -6 pm
295-4336

First Stn
offers gc
for vane

East
Taste se

140 E. San Carlos
Btwn McDonalds
& Jack -in -Box

971-2222

restaurai

Good this Saturday only 10/1886, 8-11 am
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"PREPARE TO BE ASTONISHED"
’RAN’ is the year’s best film, an action epic
to dwarf anything from LUCAS or SPIELBERG.

THE FINEST MOVIE SPECTACLE EVER MADE."
Vincent Canby. NEW YORK TIMES

LOW
COST
HIGH
QUALITY
free Repeat Policy

RAN

Vm.:Loie,

"&Sl smote

A rt xi ex AKIRA KUROSAWA

Services
We wrote

THE BOOK on tut primorttlor
14151 680 6556

No mon
it’s time
PAGE II

R

BOBROW

TEST
Preparation

Berli

REST PICTURE )

San Jose Stale University
Office of Continuing Education
(408) 277-2182
Authors of Best-Saillna Textbooks

If you’re going to France or anywherc
else that requires a passport, come to
Kinko’s first. We make professional
passport photos at prices that will make
you say "ooh-la-la."

Split

1PAGES

A national financial servicing agency is
seeking a graduating business student
with an accounting background for a
business administration position with
liberal pay and full benefits.

SMILE AND
SAY "BRIE"

Arts/Entertain

Present your student I.D. and take 20%
off. Student Discount Mon.-Tues. only.

For Heir

ATTENTION
GRADUATING BUSINESS
MAJORS!

Send Resumes To:
Attention Stanley Edwards
P.O. Box 7171
San Jose, CA 95150

In addition to this requirement, if students
under 24 claim indepetulent status, the new
provision will require proof that they are not
claimed on anyone’s income taxes as dependents or they must be orphaned, wards of the
court, veterans, married but not claimed on
state taxes, or unmarried with dependents.
Skelly said.
State guidelines require students he independent for at least three years. while federal
procedure requires only two years of independent status, she said.
CSAC will he analyzing the effect of federal financial aid procedures versus state procedures to determine what effect, if any, the provisions have on student eligibility, she said.
The final provision of the reauthorization
act reflects the president’s interest in drug rehabilitation. requiring universities and colleges to
certify the existence of policies preventing student drug abuse in order to receive money
through federal student aid programs. Skelly
said.

High Style For Less Money -1

SJSU bow ling teams working
to acquire funds, recognition
For tournaments the teams does
%
.6 not officially recognize, or when the
budget falls short, team members must
: pick up part of the tab, he said.
....
Enter the concept of a howl-athon.
"It’s quick and it’s easy, and it’s
something people can relate to," Grefrory said....
As an annual event at SJSU the
t...- team has usually been able to raise
b:: enough to keep itself going without
’’. being forced to request special allocations from the A.S.
Gregory said seeking additional
ii.i. funds is unfair to students.
For this reason, the teams attempt
Ais to find
contributors outside of SJSU.
’The prime goal is not hitting up
t-.: students on campus hut getting bowl
ers and business people in the commu
nity to support our meant,’’ he said.
...:
"In essence, the students here arc
;already supporting us because they pa)
-through their Student Union fees,’ lki
411’ilii. said.
To accomplish this, the teams not
.only solicit by -the -pin pledges, but
:also attempt to attract three "boost
-ers’ for each of the teams’ 17 members. Roosters. who are often bowline

to be an arbitrary number which CSSA and the
California Student Aid Commission are questioning.
State procedure presently requires students claiming independent status to prove an
annual income of $4,0(X) minimum.

Dp[cosan mono]
36550 First
San Jose 294-3800

STARTS
TOMORROW!

CALL FOR SHOWTIMES

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Split scene
First Street
offers good-times
for varied tastes
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East Africa
Taste sensations at
living-room-like
restaurant
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Berlin, Ja!
No more words;
it’s time to tour
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SUNDAY, OCT. 198 PM TO 12
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
SAN JOSE STATE
$5 ADVANCE TICKETS AT BASS
AT THE DOOR
SO&
UNEVER
LSENDERS $6.50
THE
SAY
18 & OVER OR
WITH SJSU

FOR MORE INFO CALL 277.2807
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Music

Pandora’s Box
Ignorance abounds in quest for commies

Kingpins to perform
on ’Star Search
’I want to have a beer with Ed,’ member says
By Scott G. Hamilton
Look out Fat McMahon, because they’re
on their way.
Heeeeeeeeeeeeeeres the Kingpins!
Straight from San Jose, the local hand
will soon be shooting to join the likes of
singer Sam Harris and Playboy playmate
Devin DeVasquez.
What’s the connection? Both are past
winners of everyone’s favorite variety show,
"Star Search."
And there’s a $100,000 grand prize at
stake to boot.
According to Kingpins bassist Rob Mel !berg, "Star Search" scouts found the band
they overshot the South Bay by
indirectly
roughly fifty miles and heard about them
through word of mouth in San Francisco.
After asking around about local talent,
the scouts were tipped off about First Strike.
the South Bay’s non-profit music collective.
They came, they saw and they liked what they
saw.
Along with the Tins. Grey Matter,
Never Say Never and Heroic Airmen were invited to a May audition held in San Francisco.
For the audition, each band was videotaped syncing to a tape of its songs. Only the
vocals were live.
Then, Mellberg said, it was "Thanks,
we’ll call you."
And last Tuesday. that’s just what "Star
Search" did, informing the band it had qualified for the show.
So on Oct. 20, the Kingpins will be
bound for NBC studios in Burbank to tape
four of its songs before a live audience.
The show’s producers are supplying not
only the flight and accomodations, but a limousine to meet the band at the airport as well.

Each week, two acts are matched head to-head on "Star Search." and a panel of
judges chooses a winner which advances to
the next level of competition. An act receives
an initial $5,500 for appearing. followed by
$5.500 for each round of elimination that it
wins. Mellberg said.
And the top act of the year awaits a
$100,000 grand prize.
"Of course we really want to win, but
we’re happy just to be going," Mellberg said
of he and his bandmates.
In the meantime. the Kingpins will have
to be content with the sales of their shared
debut album, "San Jose is Ground Zero."
The disc also features The Social Club, A
Cruel Hoax and Frontier Wives.

’Of course we really want
to win, but we’re happy
just to be going.’
Rob

Mellberg,

Kingpins bassist

Mellburg said the original run of 250
copies has nearly sold out, and a new run of
800 is just in, destined for Australia, England
and local record stores.
But sax player Mike Belardes still has a
dream, which he revealed at last Wednesday
night’s Pub show: "I want to have a beer with
Ed," he said with a grin.

chewed on a spare rib. A piece of
Juan
fleshy meat stuck between his teeth,
and barbecue sauce ran from the corner of his mouth, hanging in a bloody
droplet from his sagging jowls.
Three men in suits and straw hats and
another man with a slicked -back hairdo sat
at a table covered with white linen.
The table was piled high with food. It
looked like a Carmen Miranda fruit-laden
hat.
Enrique raised his wine glass and
said. "Three cheers for President Reginald. May he always provide us with
plenty of bullets."
The men gulped their wine and wiped
their faces with the backs of their hands.
Carlos spilled a drop of wine on his
new white dinner jacket. He took off the
jacket but the red stain had permeated
through onto his shirt. He added to the
toast, "May President Reginald also proside me with a new shirt."
They all laughed even President
Reginald. They were merry, well-fed and
most important, they had a purpose.
Enrique, waving his steak knife for
emphasis, said. "We will kill communists."
"Kill, kill for President Reginald. for
us." the group chanted. They joked.
laughed and banged their fists on the table.
Suddenly a skinny young girl with
empty black eyes entered the room. The
group of men became subdued.
"What do you want?" Carlos demanded.
She looked at the men, at President
Reginald.
"I am poverty," the girl replied.
"She’ll have to leave," President Reginald said, frowning. "this is no place for
we are here to discuss killing
poverty
commies."
The president’s thugs were called in.
They booted the girl out without so much
as giving her a bread stick.
However, as they opened the door to
kick her out of the room, another figure
sneaked in. It was an old man with knobby
knees and milky eyes. He raised his bony
linger and pointed it at President Reginald.

SAY

UNCLE!

Entertainer
by
The Entertainer supplement is an
arts/entertainment guide that appears
each Thursday in the Spartan Daily.

Uncle St ?demi.

Shelly
O’Day
A&
"I am illiterac), I have come to ask a
favor." he said.
"Get him out!" Enrique screamed.
The thugs returned. One dragged the
old man out by the few gray hairs left on
his head and another helped by taking hold
of the old man’s ear.
The men at the table were annoyed by
these intrusions. They took off their hats
and wiped their brows.
When a woman with a baby crawled
into the room through an open window,
they immediately called for assistance.
The woman pleaded "I am disease,
please help, don’t throw me . . . .. but
her voice faded as the door was shut.
"Quick, lock the doors and windows,
thugs!" Juan yelled.
Taking a deep, slow breath. President
Reginald said, "Now let’s talk about killing commies."
"But my gold tooth is lost in the
chocolate mousse," Carlos cried. "I will
need a new one, Mr. President."
President Reginald nodded. "How
many communists will you kill for a gold
tooth?" he asked.
After the meeting ended, the three Nicaraguans returned home with new white shirts
and gold teeth to continue their fight
against communism. President Reginald
went home to Mommy.
Shelly O’Day is the Entertainer editor who voted for Rambo in the last
election. Pandora’s Box appears every
Thursday in the Entertainer.
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Dining

’Red Sea’ provides spicy East African dining
By Andy Bird
San Joseans don’t have to cross the Red Sea to find savory East African cuisine.
But for spicy Ethiopian dishes with names like Yeater
Azifa and Yebeg Wot, adventurous city dwellers need only
travel as far as the Red Sea restaurant on North First Street.
Located near the corner of Taylor Street, the Red Sea is
actually a converted, early -19th -century -vintage house. It has
an old fashioned front porch with dining tables instead of a
swing.
Walking in the front door is like walking into somebody’s
living room. Wooden blue tables with white table cloths adorn
the dining areas. Artifacts from East Africa embellish the
walls.
The menu is difficult to decipher because of all the unfamiliar spices that are used, but the diner is saved by a glossary
printed on the cover. Entrees are reasonably priced from $2.95
to $5.95.
Although vegetarian specialties dominate the menu, also

offered are a variety of different dishes with beef, chicken and
lamb, lnjera, a slightly sour, spongy bread that is flat like tortillas. is served on the side with most entrees.
The service staff is very efficient in aiding the diner to
choose a selection, but a basic rule to remember is that dishes
that are spiced with berbere are hot!
Lentils, yellow peas, and spinach are mainstays of Ethiopian cuisine, and are well represented in the vegetarian section
of the menu.
All entrees ordered by a dining party are served on a large
tray lined with injera. The tray is also adorned with side orders
of various selections chosen by the service staff based on what
the dinerts) expressed an interest in while ordering.
The management, aware that most people are inexperienced with the cuisine, want to introduce diners to a wide
variety of specialties while presenting a colorful and well-balanced tray.
Yeater Azila, pureed lentils spiced with lemon herbs, and

Greek delicacies
shine at Ta Delfinia
E.0 . Walters
"Ta Delfinia" is Greek for
"the dolphin." The dolphin is
known for its charm and intelligence. "Ta Delfinia" is aptly
named, as both of these traits characterize the restaurant.
It is evident that thoughtful
planning went into this operation.
which has been open for barely a
year.
Ta Delfinia offers its customers a delightful experience.
Its light Greek cookery with
the fresh, innovative influence of
California cuisine, is far superior to
other area Greek restaurants, where
the food is often heavy and greasy.
Its fare, plus the sophisticated
Mediterranean atmosphere, consistently thoughtful service and extensive wine list make it one of the
South Bay’s best restaurants.
For a special treat. the Komucopia, or horn of plenty, is a good
introduction to the menu. It is an assortment of many items on the a la
carte menu.
First come three traditional,
creamy salads. Taramosalata is a
red caviar mousse with a hint of
lemon and garlic. Tzatziki is a fresh
cool yogurt with diced cucumber
and garlic. Melitzanosalata is
pureed eggplant with sesame,
lemon and herbs
They are served with fresh pita
bread for dipping and are light.
fresh and expertly seasoned.
Next is avgolemeno, chicken
soup with rice, egg and a squeeze of
lemon. It has a smooth, creamy texture and, again, subtle but zingy
seasoning
Next in the Komucopia are Garides ala mykonos, char-broiled
prawns marinated and served
chilled with Feta cheese, fresh mint
and thyme. The contrasts of the firm
texture of the prawns with the
creaminess of the cheese and of the
coolness of the chilled prawns with
the piquancy of the marinade create
an explosion of pleasing sensations
for the palate.
The entree arrives with generous portions of spanokopita, spinach and Feta cheese rolled in filo,
dolmades, grape leaves filled a rice

and pinenuts mixture. soulaki, marinated lamb shish kebab, mousaka.
a lamb and eggplant casserole with
a creamy bechamel sauce, tiropita,
Feta cheese in a filo pastry, and keftedes, meatballs of ground lamb
with a hint of garlic and mint.
The Komucopia is a diner’s
delight, with one savory surprise
after another. Even at its cost. $40
for two, it is worth it.
For a lighter meal, the makaronada me salsta, pasta in a zesty
sauce of fresh tomatoes, onions,
garlic and wine, is another treat.
The pasta is served al dente and the
sauce is both garden -fresh and fullbodied. This dish is $9.
Desserts, made fresh on the
premises, include sorbet. Grand
Marnier chocolate cheesecake and
the Greek classic. baklava. Also
featured are chocolate and cappuccino gelato and several dessert coffee drinks from the espresso bar.
The desserts provide a nice
close to a Mediterranean meal.
From the soothing azure and
peach color scheme to the understated but attentive service to the variety and quality of the food, it is
obvious that the focus of Ta Delfina
is on the pleasure and comfort of the
customer. There is no attempt to be
cute, trendy or ostentatious.
There are only two changes
which would make it even better
The single. nightly performance oi
the belly dancer is not necessar
The relaxed atmosphere is conducive to quiet conversation, but the
entertainment, although brief, is
lightly intrusive.
Considering the relatively high
prices of a number of the entrees.
the addition of several meals which
include soup or salad at a cost only a
dollar or two more than the current
price would balance the menu nicely.
But these are only small flaws
in an otherwise outstanding restaurant.
Ta Delfinia, 2000 S. Bascom
Ave.. Campbell. Tuesdays through
Thursdays and Sundays from 1 I
a.m. to 10 p.m.. and Friday through
Saturday from 11 a.m. to II p.m.

Sciro, peas cooked with onions, tomatoes and green chiles,
seemed a safe choices and turned out to be very tasty. White
Spins, beef sauteed with onion, rosemary and green chiles.
and Yebeg Wot. lamb cooked in a red sauce with fiery -hot
berbere nicely round out the meal tray.
Yekarya Awaze. a jalapeno paste, is served on the side of
most entrees with the injera bread.
Tegje, an Ethiopian wine made from honey, is served by
the glass or bottle. Various juices and a selection of domestic
and imported beers are also offered.
The Red Sea is open from 11:30 a.m. until 9:30 p.m.
daily, and boasts a special buffet Tuesdays and Fridays until 3
p.m., and Saturdays from 6 p.m. until closing. The buffet is
$5. and features a large selection of items from the menu.
Reservations are accepted for parties of five or more. Personal checks are accepted but credit cards are not.

Restaurant uncorks low-priced wine list
SAN FRANCISCO (AI’)
It might not be unique in the restaurant world, and it could even
be in practice somewhere, but lots
of eyebrows are arching skyward
over a fascinating policy -change
at the Courtyard Restaurant.

Courtyard inoxe was Michael
Mondavi, president of the Robert
Mondavi Winery. whose 1984
fume blanc is going at $8.50 instead of the $14.50 Holbrook previously charged.
"It’s a great idea," Mondavi
said. "It allows a large party to
have two or three bottles of wine
for the price of one."

What’s happened is that coowner Johnathan Holbrook has
dropped his wine prices, at the bar
and in the dining room, way down
what you are likely to
to retail
pay in a wine shop.

It is common in many restaurants, depending on how fancy
the place is, to see twice. thrice or
quadruple the retail price on the
wine list, with the highest markups going to the least expensive
labels.

"I congratulate him," said
Legh Knowles. chairman of
Beaulieu Vineyard. whose 1982
cabernet sauvignon the Courtyard
now sells at $9.80 per threequarter liter instead of $18 to $20
as most other places charge.

The markups are justified on
grounds that each bottle must be
costed out on the basis of handling, storage, imprinting on a

Even more excited by the

GET 750

mini

vi melts’, unciii king. pouting and
what -all. Some cynics think.
rather, that charges more likely to
be based on what the traffic will
bear.
The
less-expensixe-more
wine-bought theory of Mondavi’s
was also Holbrook’s thought as he
scanned his wine racks this week.
"My primary reason for
doing it is that I wanted to gain
more exposure for my restaurant
Also, oftentimes you eat out and
you see a wine that’s so outrageously expensive the markup
is appalling There are a lot of
smiles on my customers’ faces
these days. And I’m selling more
wine.

MARGARITAS

Thursday, EVERYONE drinks
MINI MAGGIES & KAMIKAZES
for 75C
AND MINI LONG ISLAND ICED TEAS
for $1.75
BE DARING! WEAR YOUR MINIEST MINI

cafe

BOJO cantina

499 E. HAMILTON IN CAMPBELL AT HIGHWAY 17: 374-4290
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Vinyl

Everything But The Girl offers change of pace
By Len Gutman
There’s a wave of music in England right
now that’s been around for a while. hut has
yet to be fully received in America.
The movement consists of bands like
The Style Council and the newly -formed Fine
Young Cannibals.
It’s a sound that’s not quite dance music.
not rock music and not jazz.
What it is, is a cross between blues, rock
and the torch songs of the ’40s and ’50s.
One of the bands that fits in this category
is Everything But The Girl.
The force behind this band is a female
vocalist named Tracey Thom.
The band’s latest album was just released in America, and is titled "Everything
But The Girl Play Baby, the Stars Shine
Bright."
If you’re not familiar with Thorn, perhaps you remember the female vocalist on
"The Paris Match," a song on The Style
Council’s second LP "My Ever Changing
Moods."

That vocalist was not Linda Ronstadt
with the Nelson Riddle Orchestra, it was
Thorn.
Everything But The Girl has three al -

Thorn’s voice, which is definitely not hidden
behind the music.
Thorn’s voice is utilized well on this,
album, which makes it all the better.

bums out in America. The group’s second release. "Love Not Money" is the best of the
three.
The new one, however, is also good.
Ben Watt writes all of the music and orchestrations for the album, which has a full
string section and horn section. and sounds
like the Nelson Riddle Orchestra with a bit of
a country beat.
The real feature of the band though, is

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. (AP) With an instrument that many people think can only honk, seduce and swing. James ,Houlik can whisper, lament,
laugh, dance, declaim, soar and sing.
"No other instrument has as many personalities," said Houlik, a classical saxophonist. "It can
he played with this veiled delicacy and it can slice
through hard cheese. It has agility and athleticism as
well as a songful quality.
"I think if we do our homework, the saxophone
may well become the premier solo instrument of the
symphony orchestra."
Because the woodwind instrument has existed
only since 1840. relatively little music has been written for it. So Houlik, who specializes in the mid-size
tenor saxophone, has solicited new compositions
from composers and has premiered more than 60
pieces that were written for him.
"Performers on other instruments play well -established pieces, but in my case, I’m out there in the
iungle with the composer hacking away with a ma-

chew:. the 43 -year-old musician said.
Houlik, who teaches at the North Carolina
School of the Arts, believes the freshness of the instrument and its new music, combined with the eccentricity common to saxophonists, could brighten
the classical music establishment.
Adolph Sax, who invented the saxophone, intended it to be a classical instrument. Houlik is
among a second generation of classical saxphonists
in a dynasty founded by Siguard Rascher
his own
teacher
and Marcel Mule in the late 1920s.
"There was a time when I had to scrape to get
an hour’s worth of music for a recital," Houlik said.
"Now it’s sometimes a wrenching decision.
Meanwhile, Houlik continues his crusade to
win converts. Remarks from audiences lead him to
believe he’s succeeding.
"One time. an old lady came up to me after the
performance and said, ’Young man, if I had heard
the saxophone in my youth, I would have forsaken
the harpsichord.’

Branford Marsalis steps
out of brother’s shadow
Marsalis makes a
convincing case that
much life remains in
these old chestnuts.
His father, the pianist Ellis
Marsalis, contributes a delightful
composition. "Swingin’ at the
Haven," on which he performs an
elegant solo.
"Emanon," a track written by
Wynton Marsalis, contains an interesting, ruminative improvisation by
Herbie Hancock in which the pianist
invents melodic fragments with
seeming ease and then gradually
disassembles them.
Marsalis’ playing is superb
throughout, particularly on the ornery soprano, from which he coaxes
an unusually warm and gentle
sound.

I’d like to hung around Chicago bars
With murderers and movie stars
And presidents who’d rather be
Alone with would-be sinners like me...
America is free, cheap and easy

Once you get a small taste of Thom’s
unique voice, you’ll be hooked.
Most of the songs are about
relationships, a popular subject within the
movement Everything But The Girl is part of.
Thorn is also a brilliant lyricist, and
writes all of the bands songs.
A good example is "Don’t Let the Teardrops Rust Your Shining Heart," a poetic
song about the loneliness of being in love.

This record, as well as the other Everything But The Girl LP’s, is a great listening
album. They’re perfect for lonely nights when
you want to relax and enjoy good music.
Too much Run-D.M.C. can really put
you in the mood for a voice like Thom’s, and
it’s a great break from the everyday cacophony of "contemporary hit" radio.

OKTOBERFEST SPIRITS

Classical musician blazes musical trails

Branford Marsalis has now
emerged from the shadow of his
brother. Wynton, to become an important new voice in jazz, playing
with a level of feeling and imagination that is rare in young jazz musicians.
In his new album, "Royal Garden Blues," he draws clear lines
from his New Orleans roots to his
current, modern interests, even
going so far as to contribute two
engaging updates of old standards:
George Gershwin’s "Strike Up The
Band" and the title cut, a classic
Dixieland number.
who plays tenor
Marsalis
and soprano saxophone on this
of Herbie
company
album in the
Hancock. Ron Carter, Al Foster,
Larry Willis, Kenny Kirkland and
is in no sense
other jazz notables
a Dixieland player, but he makes a
convincing case that much life remains in these old chestnuts.

"Sugar Finney" is a jazzy song which is
a tribute to Marylin Monroe, and is one of the
best songs on the album.

The force behind this band is a female vocalist named
Tracey Thorn.

Joy of sax

The Associated Press

Sorrow i.e a land’ road
Where the rain, like your tears, beats heavy
on the roof above your head
Tomorrow is a lovers’ town that’s been
beaten down
And the hand of winter holds the life we’ ve led
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A large and strange Phoenix
statue perches on a fountain
of water, far right. The Studio Theater, right, shows
family -type Spanish films.
Rows of used shoes can be
seen through the windows at
Community Thrift Store,
middle.

First
Street
Scene
Smut, culture live alongside one another in construction -torn downtown
By Amy L. Pa&Alan
Resurrection come forth
Your ashes have turned to flapping wings
Your heart heating strongly
Your eyes open to new horizons
The world is enlivened by your
presence . .
Jerry Grudzen
A dichotomy exists on South First
Street.
As downtown San Jose makes a transition from a dubious red light district to a
sleek, contemporary metro. South First Street
represents a world where the past, present and
the future strive for survival and where yuppie
hangouts and sleazy pornography stores are
neighbors.
From William Street to San Salvador
street, South First is like an Hollywood set
from the 1950s that hasn’t seen a production
crew in years.
The old buildings with false facades
seem to suffocate as they hold each other up.
Thrift shops selling used articles and plastic
toys that will probably never he owned by a

child are uselessly displayed in front windows.
The signs advertising cheap automobile
paint jobs and surplus items fade into the
bleakness of the buildings. Across the street.
bars such as the Bachelor’s Club, L’ Amour
Shoppe and the 401 Club neither attract nor
demand inuch attention from passers-by.
However, from San Salvador to San Carlos. South First comes alive. Live jazz music
and bright green neon lights from Marsugi’s
Bar and Grill create a party atmosphere.
Young, professional couples till the small restaurant and bar.
Next door, the painting of a perverse looking man and a lascivious coyote and cat
advertise the Sex Shop Arcade.
The arcade’s partner in selling sex is the
Pussycat Theater, which is on the corner of
South First and San Salvador.
The theatre is garishly decorated, with
faded pink and purple paint, broken neon
lights and a geometrically -designed red carpet
topped with a crooked marquee. The posters
lining the wall of the theater promise action -

tilled films.
Across the street from the Pussycat Theater is the Studio Theater, a ’50-ish theater
which specializes in Spanish films. The building itself is a huge monstrosity, its shape reminiscent of a temple for evil demi-gods.
Nearby is Eulipia, a restaruant for San
Jose’s elite, which stands out in its dark surroundings.
Soft neon lights at the windows allow
passers-by to see the perfectly set, linen-covered tables inside. Poetry readings and small
plays are often held on Eulipia’s second floor.
Next to the restaraunt is Camera One, a
theater that offers more avant-garde rather
than commercial films.
Across the street from Camera One is
Mac’s Cock ails (the ’t’ in the sign has been
long gone). and Sal and Luigi’s Italian Food
Restaurant.
Sal and Luigi’s is like a funky ’50s soda
fountain, complete with a dough -tossing
pizza show in the window and individual jukeboxes on the tables.
The abandoned Fox Theater also echoes

the past. The blocked -off entrance gate is
an elaborate display in wrought iron - 01
can imagine chandeliers once hung there wi
pride.
The new Dohrmann Building is the ult
mate in yuppieness. Lined with polish(
brass, marble and oak, the building houses
travel agency, a gift boutique. T.R.’s resta
rant, an art gallery, law offices and the Pho
nix bookstore.
. South First Street’s unique atmosphe
comes to an end at San Carlos, where Si
Jose landmark. Original Joe’s is found. Ot
side the restaurant are sea lava rocks, and
one looks carefully, underneath the plast
’Original Joe’s’ sign, birds have found
urban hideaway for their nests.
Building crews have apparently settlt
in their nests too. Along First and San Carlo
road blocks with one-eyed flashing oranj
lights guide motorists through haphaza
roads. Piles of asphalt and pipes line II
streets, waiting for the construction crews
finish the new San Jose, but for a little whil
one can visit the old San Jose of South First
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Cinema

’Name of the Rose’ should be read, not viewed

the Associated Press
Umberto ECO’S dense tale of
murder and heresy in a medieval
monastery simply can’t be translated to the screen, so there is no
point in belaboring "The Name of
the Rose" for lacking the intellectual richness of the book.
It’s the difference between a
graduate course in late medieval
thought and a guided tour of a monastery. Nonetheless, the film by
Jean -Jacques Annaud enhances the
mental images inspired by the surprising best-seller.
Annaud, who also made
’Quest for Fire," has assembled a
striking cast of monks: men with
huge noses, crooked teeth and baleful gazes who might have modeled
for Breughel. Working in the darkly
lighted interiors at Kloster Eberbach
in West Germany and on a majestic
Roman hilltop, they keep the eyes
engaged.
Sean Connery plays the brainy
Franciscan William of Baskerville,
who tries to solve a series of murders in the abbey which seem to involve a lost work of Aristotle. He
Sherlock
nothing like
looks
Holmes, the model for the character, hut Connery is imposing in his
own way.
F %writ!. Abraham. an Oscar -

%inner in "Amadeus. lures lc,
well as a campy inquisitor wh,,
looks too much like Ming the Merciless from the Flash Gordon serials.
Christian Slater, playing the
novice Adso of Melk, mostly limits
his acting to letting his jaw hang
slack.

The difference between film
and book is exemplified in Adso’s
one and only sexual encounter, in
the kitchen with a peasant girl. The
book makes it a scene of high comedy, because poor innocent Adso
has no words for the experience except for quoting the Song of Solomon. "Thy hair is as a flock of
goats that lie along the side of
Mount Gilead . . . thy neck is like
the tower of David whereon there
hang a thousand bucklers," he
blurts.
In the film, Adso exchanges
grunts with the girl (Valentina Vargas) in just another celluloid sex
scene. The girl disappeared quickly
from the book, but she reappears in
the film right to its "Shane" -like
ending.
Whether these Hollywood
touches will make the film appealing to the Rambo crowd is doubtful.
By all means, read the book first.

Newman, Cruise master
pool’s rules for ’Money’
.1..tors
NEW YORK (AP)
Paul Newman and Tom Cruise, costarring in a sequel to Newman’s
1961 hit film "The Hustler." had to
he masters of the game of pool for
their roles in director Martin Scorsese’s "The Color of Money."
Newman learned to shoot 25
years ago for his Academy Awardnominated role of Fast Eddie Felson, but Cruise, who plays his protege, Vincent, had never played,
according to an interview in the November edition of Life magazine.

’It took me a long time to get
OK, said Newman, "It took him
(Cruise) very little time to get very
good."
Newman and Cruise, star of
the hit movie "Top Gun," played
constantly for nickels, dimes and
dinners, often cooked by Newman,
the magazine reported.
"One would accuse the other
of moving the balls while his back
was turned," said their ptiol coach,
professional Michael Sigel. "They
were like a couple of kids."

Sean Connery, left, argues with E. Mu r ra

braham, his antagonist in ’The Name of the Rose’

A little gold can get you cinematic glitter
LOS ANGELES (AP)
For as little as
$5,000, just about anyone can become a Louis B.
Mayer or Samuel Goldwyn and own a piece of a
movie.
A small part, to he sure. And the chances of
ever turning a profit may be minuscule as well.
Still, many investors are eager to be part of the
Hollywood glitter industry, and in the past two years
have paid hundreds of millions of dollars for partnership units in movies.
"There is no doubt that there is a public appetite for the limited partnerships," says analyst Steve
Rosenberg of Paul Kagan Associates. The firm publishes more than 20 industry newsletters for inves-

tors.
Companies attracted to this type of film financing include Columbia Pictures, Tri-Star Pictures, the
Cannon Group, the Disney Co. and Home Box Office, Inc.
The latest entry into the market is 20th Century
Fox, which formed a partnership to fund 15 to 20
medium-budget movies. Fox put up 65 percent of
the money for the partnership.
The first of the planned films, which are to have
budgets in the $12 million to SI9 million range, was
"Aliens," the box-office smash sequel to the hit
1979 sci-fi thriller, "Alien," which has grossed $76
million in the 11 weeks of its release.

Entertainment
Briefly
Mixed
mediums
NEW YORK Art created
from a wide range of materials
including cork, tin, steel, styrofoam, string and fiberglass is
the focus of a show at the Chemical Bank Gallery through Dec. 3.

ABC’s on top

NEW YORK -- Baseball
wasn’t enough to pull ABC out of
third place in the A.C. Nielsen
Co. ratings last week, but the network did better with the summer
game than with its fall shows. ABC, with six nights of league
championship playoff games, had
a 15.7 average rating last week,
up 1.1 points from the previous
week. NBC won with week with
an 18.4 average and the top three
shows, and CBS was second at
16.8.

Out of uniform
NASHVILLE
During
World War II. the Navy made
Hank Thompson send home his
cowboy boots because "red cowboy boots were not pan of the
Navy uniform." But he got to
keep his guitar and it’s been with
him ever since. The 61 -year-old
king of Western swing is celebrating his 40th year as a country
music star this year.

Chess match

DUBAI, United Arab Emirates
World chess champion
Garri Kasparov and his archrival,
Anatoly Karpov, will take part in
the Chess Olympiad to be held in
Dubai next month, the organizers
announced earlier this week.United Arab Emirates Chess Federation spokesman Karakli Nikolai

said the two chess giants will be
on a 28-member Soviet delegation
participating in the 27th Chess
Olympiad to be held Nov. 14 to
Dec. 2. Kasparov retained the
world title when he beat Karpov
in the title rematch in Leningrad
on Oct. 6.

Arp art show
MINNEAPOLIS
The
Minneapolis Institute of Arts says
it "will premiere the first comprehensive exhibition in over 20
years of works by Jean AT. a
major force in the development of
20th century art. Arp was an
avant-garde sculptor who was an
important figure in the Dada. Surrealist and abstract art movements.
Entertainment Briefly is compiled from Spartan Daily wire
services,

THURSDAY
NIGHT SPECIAL
LADIES NIGHT
5 Drinks 750 ea.
(Selected Drinks Only)

Tuesday Nights: Fashion Shows
Wednesday Nights: Bar Shots, Tap Beer,
Wine ALL 75¢
750 Pruneyard, Campbell

371-3801
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Kirk Douglas proves
he’s a ’Tough Guy’
BEVERLY HILLS IAPI
There’s a scene in the new movie
"Tough Guys" that shows Kirk
Douglas running along the top of
a racing train. And it’s really
Kirk Douglas, not a double.
Is the star going out of his
head at age 69?
"Of course running on a
speeding train is dangerous," he
admits. "If you fall off, you can
get hurt.
"But I check it out. I make
certain what kind of shoes I’m
wearing, I make certain that I am
comfortable with the stunt. I’ve
done most of my stunts, because
It gives a certain reality. If they
did a long shot with a double and
then came in for a head shot, it
wouldn’t look gtxid. So I am
there on top of the train. It’s important."
In Tough Guys," which
Disney’s
from
comes
Touchstone Pictures, Douglas
and Burt Lancaster play a pair of
oldtime train robbers who come
out of prison, sour of the straight
life and decide to pull one last
job.
As Archie Long, Douglas is
a physical culturalist who lifted
weights during his 30 years in
the slammer. However, he didn’t
really train for the part.
"I didn’t do any more training than I do ordinarily. I always
stay in shape. I’m not a fanatic
about it. hut I’ve worked out all
my life. For me, acting takes tremendous energy and vitality. I
tell my kids, ’You’ve got to be in
condition to act.’
"I’ve worked at all kinds of
jobs, including a steel mill.
Working in a steel mill is not as

hard as working in a movie. Besides the fact that it might he a
physical role like ’Tough Guys’
with a lot of stunts, you’re using
nervous energy. That’s exhausting."
"Tough Guys" resulted
from an appearance Douglas and
Lancaster made on the 1985
Oscar show. Two young writers.
James On and Jim Cruickshank,
decided it would be a dandy idea
to reteam the veteran stars in a
modern adventure. They wrote a
script which the Disney people
liked, and so did the stars with
additions of their own. Both men
have been producers and directors as well as actors.
"Bun and I fought and argued, as we always do," Douglas said. "Somehow it comes out
that one and one makes three.
We always kid about it.
"We don’t agree on anything. The only thing we agreed
on was that he was Harry and I
was Archie and we both should
do ’Tough Guys.’ After that we
agreed on nothing. I’ve done six
or seven movies with Burt, a few
song-and-dance routines, a play
in San Francisco, ’Boys in Autumn.’ By now we know our
foibles. We’ve never killed each
other yet. Sometimes people say
we’ve gotten close to it, but it
hasn’t happened."
Douglas was talking at the
offices of his company, Bryna
Productions, named for his
mother. He has never forgotten
his roots as the son of poor Russian immigrants in Amsterdam,
N.Y.

Ad casting requires more
than just a pretty face
HOLLYWOOD (API -- People like to think commercial casting
is glamorous and spontaneous, but
an agent specializing in television
ad talent says the field has become
very scientific and highly competitive.
With more than 40 commercial
agencies in the area, competition to
represent in -demand talent is
strong. Ten percent of a performer’s
fees are turned over the commercial
agent.
"Everyone wants to think
(commercial casting) is glamorous
and haphazard, but it’s become very
scientific and the competition is intense," said Richard Lawrence,
president of Abrams-Rubaloff &
Lawrence Talent Agency.
Lawrence uses a variety of performers ranging in age from "3
weeks to deceased," and he said the
field is wide open.
"There are some people who
have training in college or high
school, and we think they are absolutely natural," he said. "There are
others who have long lists of cred-

Its, but for various reasons, we
don’t feel they’re commercial. We
need all kinds of people."
The bulk of commercial talent
is what Lawrence calls "everyday
people who happen to be actors."
In -demand on-camera performers can make $75,000 to
$100,000 a year pitching products
on television. But the real money
comes from off-camera voiceovers, which can bring in SI million
annually because they can work
more often without being overexposed.
Celebrities involved in commercials, however, are a different
world.
When a celebrity is involved,
Lawrence said, the casting director
is sidestepped and the agency deals
directly with
the
advertising
agency.
"When we’re trying to get a
particular actor, a good agent can he
very helpful," said Howard Cohen,
chairman and creative director for
the Beverly Hills -based Cohen Johnson advertising agency.

’Peggy Sue Got Married,’ a recent Tri-Star release, was filmed in Petaluma and Santa Rosa

County watches itself on film
SANTA ROSA (AP) The
new movie "Peggy Sue Got Married," about a time -traveling 43 year-old woman whisked back to
her high school days, has premiered
in Sonoma County where it was
filmed late last year.
Searchlights swept the sky and
fans applauded as limousines drew
up outside the theater.
People formed long lines to see
the screening, a benefit for the

Santa Rosa High School Foundation
and Petaluma’s Main Street Project.
Star Kathleen Turner couldn’t
make it, but the audience included
some of the film’s extras.
Director Francis Coppola shot
the film entirely on location in Sonoma County during August and
September 1985, including downtown scenes in both Santa Rosa and
Petaluma. The movie used 500 local
extras and WO local vintage cars

The movie stars Turner as
Peggy Sue Bodell. who reluctantly
goes to her 25th high school reuniOn. While she’s there, Peggy Sue
taints. She awakens in 1960. a 43year-old in an 18-year-old’s body.
For more than a week in late
August last year. 250 extras gathered in the Santa Rosa High School
gym to film the reunion scene

* ****************************************

("Return to the . . .
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DECADENCE,
HILARITY, &
ZANINESS
al the (Roaring 20’il

See the VAUDEVILLE and . . .
"The Courage of Pepe Le Peu or Just a Little Stinker"
Now through November 22nd at . . .
Friday & Saturday Showings
Tickets: $8.00, show student
I.D. & receive a
50C Discount
* For Reservations
* phone: 866-1408

SALOOI

400 Emit Campbell Avenue Campbell, CA 95008
(408)8861408
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Calendar
Music
Fish/cone is scheduled to perform at the Catalyst in Santa Cruz
Saturday. Tickets are $4 advance
and $5.50 at the door.

Events
The Community Players of
Los Gatos-Saratoga is scheduled
to perform Night of the Demons at
the Saratoga Civic Theater, 13777
Fruitvale Ave.. Saratoga, through
November I. Call 268-3777 for
more information.
San Jose Cleveland Ballet is
scheduled to open its premiere
season with Wu Tai Shih and
Celebrations, on Friday through
Sunday at the Center for the Performing Arts in San Jose. Call
993-9531 for more information.
The World of Cats, a cat
show, is scheduled to be shown
on Sunday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at McCabe Hall in San Jose. Call
272-14076 for more information.
The comedy team The Egoman lacks is scheduled to perform
at 9 p.m. on Friday at Sisterspirit,
1040 Park Ave. Call 293-9372 for
more information.
Bay Area authors are scheduled to discuss their works and
autograph books Saturday from
10 am. to 12 p.m. at The Booksellers, No. 210 El Pasco De Saratoga. Tickets are free but attendance is limited. Call 378-7633
for more information

A N’estern Front’s silly lyrics parallel the hand’s clothes

San Jose State University
Community Orchestra is scheduled to perform with solo pianist
John Delevoryas in Brahms First
Piano Concerto in the SJSU
Music Department Concert Hall,
Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. Call 2772905 for more information.
European Tenor. Sylvan
Muller and pianist. Rosetta Bacon
are scheduled to perform Sunday
at 4 p.m. at Classical Sounds in
Concert at the San Jose Museum
of Art. 110 S. Market St. Call
277-5144 for more information.
Art
San Francisco State University. Art Faculty Fellows are
scheduled to present The Guggenheim Show at the Art Department
Gallery A & 1 Building, Room
201, through Saturday. Gallery
hours are Mondays through Fridays, 12p.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Band’s insipid lyrics take a dive
By Brian Fedrow
Cryptic lyrics are a tradition
in modern music. Songwriters
disguise their messages with bizarre images that keep fans guessing as to what they might mean.
A new four-song EP by local
band A Western Front, takes the
cryptic lyric method to a new
level: nothing makes sense.
Lead vocalist and songwriter
Tim Alexander has a nice enough
voice and the music isn’t just loud
noise, but his lyrics are a hodgepodge of confusion. He may be
trying to rip the slick commercialism of popular songs when he
sings in "Pelican World":
I really think I really thought
the other
And all the people in the world
And animals and plants and bugs
and people
Oh shit I said people twice
That’s bad poetry to repeat pro -

Pop Tops

I "When I Think of
You," Janet Jackson
2. "Stuck With You,"
Huey Lewis and the News
3. "Don’t Forget Me,"
Glass Tiger
Don

5. "Dreamtime," Daryl
Hall

Listeners shouldn’t have to
scratch their heads and wonder
what the heck the guy on stage is
saying, and A Western Front
seems to be the only one in on the
meaning.
"Pelican World" has the flavor of a Monkees’ TV tune with
lilting guitar work from Alexander and bouncy keyboards and is
the best song on the EP. Unfortunately, the lyrics leave one saying
"Huh?"
On "The OK Corral," Alexander writes, in shrouded nays(cry:
I cannot make it clearer
I can’ t not make it vague
I’ll have to guard the fort for now
OK Corral’s OK tonight
What is the fort? Perhaps it is
his mind, which writes words of
which no one can penetrate the
meaning? Or perhaps Fort Knox?

Or Fort Apache. the Bronx?
More importantly, what is
the point? Pseudo-intellectual
ramblings don’t make good
music. Only "Joan of Arc (Hooray for Hollywood)" offers a hint
of decipherability, condemning
the phoniness of Southern California’s entertainment industry:
And I hear they did away
with Mondays
And the air is electronically
cleaned on Sundays
And the producers walk the street
look for new stars
And we all get one house on the
hill with two cars
"Ten Steps" is a rambling
mess that sounds like the band
just woke up and started playing.
The free -flow of guitar and lyrics
makes the teeth hurt, going a step
further than the rest of the EP.
The other songs just make
the ears confused.

93eth Zanley’J Volitzer-Wrike

Best-selling singles of the
week based on Cashbox magazine’s nationwide survey:

"Heartbeat,"
4
Johnson

pie

KAMIKAZE
THURSDAYS
at
L.A. ROCKS

CI

Crimes of the Heart
October 16-18 (Thurs., Fn. 8 Sat.)
at 8:00 pm
Students Senior Citizens: $3.00
General Admission: $5.00

50¢ KAMIKAZES
DRAFT BEER $2.75/pitcher
WATER TOWER
PLAZA
CAMPBELL

A Comedy Directed by George Forrester
Presented by San Jose City
Evergreen Drama Departments and
City Lights Theater Co

CITY LIGHTS THEATER CO.
70 N. Almaden, San Jose, CA
408-2954318

The new rock wave
in the South Bay
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General Public avoids easy pop on new LP
By Len Gutman
The long awaited second LP from General Public has finally arrived, and like its
first album, it was well worth the wait.
"Hand To Mouth," will satisfy both
General Public fans, and English Beat faithfuls,
There’s not a bad song on the entire
album.
After the success of 1984’s "All The
Rage." and a Top Ten trip with "Tenderness," it could have been very easy to turn
out an entire album of guaranteed pop hits.
This LP has a couple of songs that could
gain commercial success, hut don’t worry,
it’s doubtful that it will he popular with the
I4-year-old KWSS crowd.

woman can put on a man.
Another song on the album that is really
good is "Cheque in the Post." The song is
I have a father and he fought in the jungle
really fast -paced and has some great drum
He lost a brother, so I lost an uncle
work by Horace Panter. It’s about security
Life’s a gag. hah, life’s a scream
and looking for a world where there are no
In the Army, Navy, Airforce, Marines
fears.
Like The English Beat records and thsLaw and order, natural order
Obviously, out of order
first General Public album, the lyrics on
"Hand To Mouth," are essential to the
What’s to come of generations?
songs. The lyrics create a message, and are
Give the thought some, huh, penetration
also used to enhance the musical qualities of
Join the Army, he a soldier
the songs. Ranking Roger’s voice is an instruWhat’ s the fight for, law and order?
Other than political messages, the songs ment in itself.
How many bands make great dance
speak of love and relationships.
"Murder." a song with a great beat and songs with powerful lyrics?
General Public, uh huh uh huh.
awesome horn section. is about the spell a

There’s not a bad song on the entire album.
The song that might have some commercial success is "Come Again." the first song
on the album. It has all the General Public ingredients, including a great dance beat.
However, the best track on the album is
"Forward As One." This song sounds like it
could have been on "Special Beat Service,"
and is the kind of song that The English Beat
was famous for.
Ranking Roger is up to his old Jamaican
rap sound. and Saxe gives the song that unmistakable ’’Beat’’ sound.
The lyrics are daring and unafraid to
make political statements.

PO

Dena mu CULTURAL
Fnday OCT 1- V OZ DO SAMBA
Brazilian Music ,nung
9 PM-11AM Admisston $.5 00

CENTER

Saturday OCT 18 ISMAEL DURAN IL TORO CADIMA
Folksong and Poetry from Chile
9 PM Admission S5 00
Sunday OCT 19 GARIN PALOMARES
Internationally Reknown Voce of Nueva Cancer
from Mexico
7 PM Admission $5 00
Coming up on FRI OCT 31
Halloween Carnival Ball Wear a Costume’
9 PM Admission $5 00
OPEN: Every Fnday for Dancing to Live Brazitan Music
Every Saturday for a Variety of Programs

WITH THIS AD
$1.00 OFF ADMISSION
,n3,
0000
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After a long Break. Berlin is scheduled to begin its ’86 tour at the San Jose Civic Auditorium, Monday

Berlin says it hungers for tour
By Scott G. Hamilton
It’s the summer of 1984.
False patriotism is at an all-time
high for the Los Angeles Olympics. President Reagan is campaigning almost effortlessly in a
bid for re-election. And on the
radio, a single called "No More
Words" is keeping a band known
tar’ Sex" in the limelight.
Do you remember?
The band is Berlin, and it’s
hoping you do.
When the lights go down
Monday night at It in the San Jose
Civic Auditorium. Berlin will
kick off a tour that could mark either a new era or the final days in
its career.
According to Berlin’s manager Howard Paar. band members
Terri Nunn, John Crawford and
Rob Brill are ready for the challenge.
"They’re like a new hand,
and they’re ready to get out,"
Paar said, adding that bassist
Crawford is "especially hungry to
get hack.’’
After emerging in 1983 with
a self-produced EP, things were
looking up for the band. "Plea-

sure ’ictini" smartly blended urgent, throbbing dance rhythms.
post -punk lyrical vehemency and
Nunn’s impassioned, guttural ferocity, things were looking up for
the band.
In the course of selling 600,000 copies, "Victim" emitted
two hit singles,"The Metro" and
"Sex." A moody video of the
former went into heavy rotation
on MTV, while the latter became
a dance club favorite, granting
Berlin near-instant identifiability.
On "Lovelifc," the first
full-length album, the band sacrificed a bit of its original brashness
for studio slickness.
With the lineup expanded to
six, synthesizers came into the
foreground, and "No More
Words" assaulted the playlists of
MTV and AOR radio stations
alike.
then . . . and
And
then . . .
’Most hands fall apart because of too much creative tension,’’ Crawford said in a
statement for Geffen Records.
"We didn’t have enough."
In an attempt to recapture the
vigor of old, Berlin once again

streamlined to the original three.
Producer shopping ensued, but
again and again, things just didn’t
mesh in the studio.
Resurrecton came in the
form of producer Giorgio Moroder. His tune "Take My Breath
Away," from the film "Top
Gun" supplied the boost Berlin
needed, bringing the spotlight
hack in time for the release of a
new album.
According to manager Paar.
the album "Count Three and
Pray" has a harder, more rocking
sound than Berlin’s past efforts.
That may be no small claim.
since such diverse guitarists as
Ted Nugent, David Gilmour of
Pink Floyd and the Cars’ Elliot
Easton stepped in to fill the
band’s vacancy.
for
"I.ike
The
video
Flames," the album’s first single,
was completed last weekend by
British producer Greg Mazuak
and should be out early next
week, Paar said.
Initial reactions to "Like
Flames" have been good. Paar
said. "But only time will tell
what that translates into."

1944 University Ave ,East Palo Alto 415-321-1944
II 2 Block West of Highway 101)

ALL WORK
+ NO PLAY
NO FUN
Let us help you plan a fun-filled vacation and add
some play-time to the school year.
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Book now! We can guarantee
you the lowest air fares available.
WINTER BREAK
Enjoy your time-off with
some fun in the sun.
drop in and browse
MID-YEAR GRADUATES
around. Pick your favorite vacation spot to celebrate
your graduation.
WALK OR DRIVE TO OUR SAINTE CLAIRE HILTON OFFICE
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